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bv
Glen Christopher Rains

John S. Cundiff, Chairman

Agricultural Engineering

(ABSTRACT)

Sweet sorghum produces more carbohydrates and more biomass per unit land area than com in the

Eastern U. S. Piedmont. An equipment system for harvesting and processing whole-stalk sweet

sorghum is being developed, with the expectation that sweet sorghum can be commercialized as an

ethanol feedstock.

ii
A whole-stalk harvester was designed, constructed, and tested during the 1988 harvest season. The

u
harvester captured a row of stalks between two counter rotating gathering belts, cut them at the base

with a disk cutter (basecutter), and, at the rear of the machine, rotated the stalks 90° by capturing
S

the stalk butts between to spring-loaded disks, called the stalk flipper. At a field speed of 6.7 km/h,

the machine worked best when the flipper tangential velocity was 24 percent higher than the gath-

ering belt Linear velocity, which was approxirnately (within six percent) equal to ground speed.

The harvester was pulled behind a tractor and powered with a universal joint driveline. Two

computer software packages, Computer·Graphic Augmented Design and Manufacturing

(CADAM) and Integrated Mechanisrns Program (IMP), were used to design the hitch and

driveline. Calculated angular accelerations in the 3-joint driveline were excessive during a right or

left turn; consequently a constant velocity joint was used at the tractor PTO. The hitch was de-

signed with three position settings. With the hitch in the Field 1 position, the harvester was offset

sufficiently to capture a row with the gathering belts. In the travel position, the harvester trailed ‘

behind the tractor within the 2.4 m legal road width.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Sweet Sorghum is a high tonnage sugar crop with excellent potential as a feedstock for renewable

fuels. Because of its drought resistance, it has more potential as an ethanol feedstock than com in

the Eastern U. S. Piedmont, a physiographic region covering 170 counties across seven states. Since

sweet sorghum contains sugar instead of starch, it can be directly fermented without having a

processing stage to hydrolyze the starches. Sweet sorghum also has lower requirements for soil

fertility and water, while producing higher biomass yields than grain crops (Lipinsky and Kresovich,

1980). With all these factors, it is apparent that the potential of sweet sorghum for ethanol pro-

duction is significant.

Use of ethanol as a gasoline supplement and octane improver is increasing. Over 3.2 billion liters

of fuel ethanol were produced in the United States in 1987, and approximately eight percent of the

total gasoline was an ethanol blend. Ethanol has several benefits as a fuel supplement:

l. Ethanol displaces petroleum in blends, and therefore can reduce the amount of petroleum

irnported by the U.S..

2. Ethanol blended fuel helps reduce carbon monoxide emissions from automobile exhausts.

Chapter l. Introduction l
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3. Ethanol can be produced from renewable resources such as sweet sorghum and com.

United States dependence on oil imports is close to 50 percent, and domestic production of petro-

leum is at its lowest since 1946 (Information Resources Inc., 1988). As demand for ethanol as a

fuel additive increases, the ability to keep up with this demand must also increase. Com is the

feedstock for 86 percent of current ethanol production. Com prices will increase as it is used to

produce more of the ethanol in this country. To meet the increasing demand for ethanol, other

feedstocks not directly connected to food production must be developed. This demand could be

met by crops like sweet sorghum.

Mechanization of production is essential if sweet sorghum is to compete as a feedstock for fuel and

chernicals. At present, the Agricultural Engineering Department at Virginia Tech is working on the

overall concept to provide the expanding ethanol industry with sweet sorghum biomass as a

feedstock. The system being used for harvesting, handling, and processing sweet sorghum has been

named the Piedmont System. The goal of the Virginia Tech program is to provide farmers with a

means to grow, harvest, and process sweet sorghum into one or more products which, when taken

together, will yield a profit for the overall system.

Chapter 1. Introduction 2



Chapter 2. Obgectives

1. To design, construct, and test a single-row, who1e·sta1k harvester for sweet sorghum.

2. To optimize the hitch and driveline design using computer aided design (CAD) and In-

tegrated Mechanisms Program (IMP), respectively.

Chapter 2. Objectives 3



Chapter 3. Literature Review

3.1 Introduction

Much of the effort to mechanize sweet sorghum harvesting has sought to adapt harvesting methods

used in the sugar cane industry. Sweet sorghum and sugar cane are similar in size and shape. They

both grow to heights of three meters or more, and are planted in rows. Because of these similarities,

sugar cane harvesters have been tested on sweet sorghum. Chopper cane harvesters were tested in

sweet sorghum fields by Ruff et al. (1981) and Eiland et al. (1984). Ricaud et al. (1981) utilized a

whole·sta1k cane harvester to harvest sweet sorghum on narrow·row plots in Louisiana. Cundiff

and Parrish (1984) showed that fermentables are preserved during storage of whole-stalk sweet

sorghum, whereas Eiland et al. (1984) found that chopped stalks had to be processed in a matter

of hours if sugar yield was to be maintained. Because of the processing flexibility offered by storage

of whole-stalks, whole-stalk harvesting was the concept chosen for the Piedmont System.

Chapter 3. Literature Review 4
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3.2 Sugar CaueHarvestiugSugar

cane harvesting has evolved from the first mechanized machines developed in the late 1800’s

by inventive Australian farmers (Spargo and Baxter, 1974). While many different types of

harvesters have been developed, the type of harvester preferred has been largely dependent upon the

type of cane grown at a particular geographie location. ‘

Until 1959, whole-stalk sugar cane harvesters were the only type of mechanized harvesting in

Australia (Spargo and Baxter, 1974). The whole-stalk harvester does not handle lodged cane well;

eonsequently the chopper cane harvester was developed. A chopper cane harvester cuts the stems,

or stalks, into billets approximately 35 cm in length. This type of harvester was comrnercially de-

veloped by Massey Ferguson, and by 1967 over 50 percent of the Australian cane crop was har-

vested by a self-propelled model (Spargo and Baxter, 1974). By 1978, the percentage of chopper

harvested cane in Australia had increased to 99.98 percent (Younger, 1979).

South Africa is the leading producer of sugar cane on the African continent, producing 44 percent

of the total crop there. The traditional harvesting method is to hand-cut the stalks and pile them

in windrows. The cutters are paid by the weight of stalks which are cut. Australian harvesters were

first tested in South Africa in 1967, and Brazilian harvesters in 1973 (Merwe er al., 1978). Problems

unique to the South African sugar cane production region are recumbent cane and cane growing

on hillsides with large slopes. Large self-propelled machines had trouble operating on hills because

they were top heavy and therefore unstable.

In recent years, South African experiment stations have been developing several prototype

harvesters which will cut whole-stalks and windrow them in the field. These machines were de-

signed with a low center of gravity, and equipped with lifters to harvest recumbent cane. Three of

these machines, the Midway, Sasaby, and Endecombe are described below.

. Chapter 3. Literature Review S
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The Endecombe harvester was the result of testing done on a previous prototype called theSasex.The

Sasex machine had a basecutter and crop lifters to handle recumbent cane, and was side-
i

mounted on a tractor. The Endecombe machine was developed with the same principles, except

that it was designed for in-line rnounting on the rear of the tractor. The principle functional features

were a topper, basecutter, and gauge wheel to keep the basecutter from digging into the ground.

The machine was rear-mounted onto the tractor and driven backwards over a row. The stalks were

topped, cut at the base, and laid in a windrow, hereafter referred to as a "sausage" windrow. Results

showed that the harvester could harvest up to 200 tons/day and operate on slopes up to 30 percent.

The harvesting and loading process requires 10 workers with the majority of the workers stacking

the windrowed material. A major disadvantage of this machine is that it does not prepare the cut

cane for mechanized handling.

The Midway cane cutter was designed based on the experience gained from experirnents on the

Endecombe harvester (Meyer, 1984). The Midway cutter was also designed to top and basecut a

single row and leave the stalks in a sausage windrow behind the machine. One problem with the

Endecombe harvester was poor operator visibility. The operator on the Midway machine was

positioned forward for better visibility. Provision was made to collect the tops in a bin, and since

they were kept out of the windrow, the harvested cane could be loaded mechanically ir1 the field.

The machine was able to harvest on slopes up to 32 percent, but it caused stalk damage in

recumbent stands. The basecutter was not able to lift the stalks and tended to chop them up.

The most promising whole-stalk harvester tested in South Africa was the Sasaby harvester. The

Sasaby formed bundles of up to approximately 250 kg and deposited them in the field, ready for

mechanical loading (Boast, 1985). Figure 1 shows a side view of the harvester components. The

crop lifter was used to lift recumbent cane and the knock down roller pushed the top of the stallc

forward as the basecutter cut it. The stalks were then fed into the pick-up rollers butt first, and

conveyed through the feed/scuff rollers, trash clearing rollers, and the draw roller. A cross-conveyor

was placed behind the draw roller to move the stalks across the machine and accumulate them into
a bin. Three prototype machines have been built and tested with the following results from the

Chapter 3. Literature Review 6
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_ third prototype. There were problems with the conveyor and bin mechanism, but the

othermechanismsworked satisfactorily. Trash content (primarily leaves) averaged 10 percent at a har-

vesting rate of 7.5 Mg/h. Although this machine has potential, the designers suggests several

modifications for adequate operation. An increase in engine power from 60 kW to 70 kW and a

new design for the bin and cross-conveyor is needed.

In Louisiana, development of whole-stalk harvesters began in 1949 (Ramp, 1956). In the original

design, the cane was basecut, topped, stripped of its leaves, and conveyed to a cart pulled behind

the harvester. Whole-stalk han/esters are widely used in Louisiana today. Two major manufac-

turers of the Louisiana whole-stalk machines are Cameco and J & L. The Louisiana harvester cuts

several rows, conveys the stalks in a vertical position, and allows them to fall into a windrow called

a "heap" row. Stalks are held between two chains moving rearward at approximately the same

speed as the forward motion of the harvester. As the cane is held firmly, the basecutter cuts the

stalks at the ground and tops them as they are conveyed rearward. The cane then is captured by

another set of chains which grip the stalks near the top and convey them to the rear of the machine

where they are released, so the stalks fall perpendicular to the axis of the heap row. Depending on

the design, three to six rows are combined to form the heap row. A push loader loads from the

heap row into the cane wagons for transport to the edge of the field, where a grab loader is used

to load from the cane wagons into cane trucks.

Some of the Florida sugarcane crop is mechanically harvested, but 70 percent is still cut by hand

(Eiland and Clayton, 1982). Workers cut the stalks and lay them in windrows for later loading.

Hand harvesting has been used because of the high friability of soils in that region. Soils classified

as muck and peaty muck complicate mechanical harvesting. In 1952, U.S. Sugar Corp. developed

the Florida continuous loader to pick up the windrow of hand—cut stalks (Smith, 1978). This loader

uses a 4 m wide conveyor to elevate the stalks and pass them beneath a series of circular cutters,

where they are cut ir1to 50 cm billets. The billets are loaded into cane carts drawn alongside the

loader. The loader has an output of 160 Mg/h under good conditions (Blackburn, 1984).

Chapter 3. Literature Review 3



Approximately four percent of the United States sugar cane is produced in the Rio Grande Valley

in Texas (USDA, 1983). The Texas sugarcane industry has relied exclusively on mechanical

harvesters (Coad and Ruff. 1982), predominantly the chopper cane harvester. These harvesters load

the billet pieces into side-dumping bulk wagons for transport to the mills.

There are different constraints goveming the harvest of sugar cane in Hawaii. Because of irrigation

practices, sugar cane is planted in deep furrows making it very ditiicult to basecut the cane. Also,

because of the very favorable climate, cane is allowed to grow two and three years before harvest,

creating a huge tangled mass of stalks. In the l940’s, a push-rake harvest system was developed

(Blackbum, 1984). After buming the leaves, the cane is cut and placed into windrows by a push

rake. The windrowed cane is then picked up by large mobile cranes with grabs, and loaded onto

trucks which transport it to the mill (Duncan, 1950). Since the advent of drip irrigation some sugar

cane is no longer planted in furrows, and interest has developed in new harvesting techniques. The

Hawaiian Sugar Planters Association developed a harvester which cuts the stalks and places them

into windrows, much the same as in the push·rake system except the cane contains much less debris

(Blackburn, 1984). The push·rake system of harvesting is still the most commonly used harvesting

technique in furrow-irrigated parts of Hawaii, but altemate techniques are gaining attention.

3.3 Sweet Sorghum Harvesting

As previously stated, much of the research on sweet sorghum harvesting has sought to adapt the

harvesting techniques used on sugar cane. There have been three major techniques evaluated.

1. Harvesting sweet sorghum cut into billet size pieces approximately 30 cm in length.

2. Harvesting sweet sorghum with forage choppers.

Chapter 3. Literature Review 9
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l
3. Harvesting sweet sorghum with whole-stalk harvesters. 1

3.3.1 Billet Harvesters

Much of the initial research on sweet sorghum harvesting has focused on the potential of chopper
E

sugar cane harvesters. These harvesters strip the leaves from the stalks, chop the sorghum into 30

to 35 cm lengths, and convey the billets into a large cart or wagon. Ruff et al. (1981) conducted

tests to determine the effectiveness of a Massey Ferguson 201, Toft 300, and a Claas sugar cane

harvester on the harvest of sweet sorghum. They achieved an average ground speed of 4.43 km/h

and an approximate harvesting rate of 16.56 Mg/h. Their results showed that trash levels were 12

to 23 percent of the harvested crop, and billet losses ranged from 10 to 38 percent. These types of

losses were deemed unacceptable. Eiland et al. (1984) used a Toft cane harvester to harvest sweet

sorghum billets, but did not report harvesting efficiency.

Monroe and Sumner (1984) assembled a self·prope11ed sweet sorghum harvester which chopped the

stalks into 30 cm billet lengths, The harvester stripped the leaves and topped the stalks as they

proceeded back through the machine to a set of disk cutters which cut them into billets. The top-

ping mechanism consisted of two counter rotating disks set to cut the stalks 1.8 m above the

ground. The leaf stripping mechanism consisted of a wheel with rubber fingers rotating downwards

against the stalk to remove the leaves. ln preliminary tests, 89 percent leaf removal was achieved

at a travel speed of 3.2 km/h and a harvest rate of 8.8 Mg/h. The leaf stripper and topper required

over half of the energy input to the harvester, but operated successfully, as field losses were very

low. The billets were loaded ir1to a forage wagon and then taken to a small juice expression mill.

The major problem encountered with the machine was harvesting of lodged material. A self-

propelled machine is also relatively expensive because it requires its own power source.

. Chapter 3. Literature Review 10



3.3.2 Forage Harvesters «

Forage harvesters cut stalks into nominal lengths of 0.6 to .2.5 cm. Eiland et al. (1984) determined V

fermentable sugar losses in the chopped sweet sorghum, and found there was a rapid decrease in

Brix during 8 days of storage. It would appear that processing must occur immediately after harvest

to avoid sugar loss from stalks chopped with a forage harvester. Nuese and Hunt (1982) modified

a Fox forage harvester and tested it on sweet sorghum. Their harvester had a one-row com header

and was equipped with a 3—rol1 mill for in·field juice collection. The machine was also equipped

with a leaf stripper and head topper, and operated at 1.6 km/h. The juice extraction efficiency was

13 percent which is quite low compared to the 30 to 50 percent obtained by Bryan ez al. (1981)

with a stationaiy roller mill. Coble and Egg (1988) also did studies on forage harvesting of sweet

sorghum using a John Deere model 38 forage harvester. They began their harvest 42 days after the

sorghum had lodged, and the stalks had rooted 1 to 2 meters along their length, resulting in stalks

being anchored to the ground. As a consequence, fresh weight losses averaged 53.7 percent.

3.3.3 Whole-Stalk Sweet Sorghum Harvesters

H. Willett & Associates designed a 2-row sweet sorghum harvester and mounted it on a tricycle·

type farm tractor (Willet, 1982). The front wheels traveled between the two rows harvested.

Counter-rotating chains with metal teeth called sticker chains, captured the stalks and conveyed

them in the vertical position into the harvester. As the stalks were basecut, they were captured

between counter-rotating chains parallel to the previous chains. The second set of chains had

rubber gripper pads to securely hold the stalks. At the rear of the machine, the stalks were laid into

the cart with the help of a worker, who aligned any stray stalks to keep the bundle uniform. Once

the cart was full, the harvester stopped and compressed the bundle by hydraulically moving the

Chapter 3. Literature Review 11



sides of the cart inward. The worker then fastened two chains around the bundle, the sides were

released, and a slow moving conveyor floor unloaded the bundle from the rear of the cart.

Whole-stalk sugar cane harvesters have been used successfully to harvest sweet sorghum (Ricaud,

1981). One disadvantage of whole-stalk sugar cane harvesters is their cost. These harvesters are

large self-propelled machines, and very expensive. Their use can be justified only in locations where

the harvesting season is long enough for each machine to harvest enough tonnage per year to pay

for its use.

The Atkinson harvester is a relatively simple machine in comparison to other whole-stalk

harvesters. It was developed to cut sugar cane for seed in Australia. Since the crop there is now

mechanically harvested, skilled labor is no longer available to hand cut the cane needed for planting.

The Atkinson harvester mounted on the three·point hitch of a tractor, and the basecutter was

powered by the PTO. The machine harvested a single row of erect stalks by capturing them be-

tween gathering belts as the basecutter cut the stalk at the ground. The gathering belts were pow-

ered by two hydraulic motors operating off the remote ports of the tractor. The cane was elevated

by the gathering belts and discharged at the rear of the machine, where workers guided the stalks

into a hauling cart. When a cart was filled, the harvester was stopped, while the full cart was un-

hitched and replaced with an empty one.

Chapter 3. Literature Review 12
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· 3.4 System Concept

3.4.1 Piedmont System

The Piedmont System is a system for harvesting, handling, and processing whole-stalk sweet

sorghum for ethanol production. This system is comprised of three major steps:

1. Harvest of who1e·stalks into aligned bundles and transport of these bundles to an in-field

processor,

2. Separation of the stalks into the pith fraction and rind leaf fractions,

3. Expressing juice from the pith fraction for fermentation and subsequent ethanol production.

A storage study by Cundiff and Parrish (1984) revealed that, in Virginia, there was negligible loss

of total nonstructural carbohydrates (TNC) from whole-stalk sweet sorghum stored under arnbient

conditions in an open shed, during the first 30 days of storage. At the end of 150 days, only half

the TNC remained. Eiland et al. (1984) stored whole-stalks over an 8 day period and found a 1.9

percent increase in Brix. These studies seem to indicate that the stalk is an effective storage con-

tainer, if the rind is not broken, and suggests that there can be a time interval between the cutting

of the stalk, and the load and haul operation.

The literature contains persuasive evidence of the benefit obtained from removal of the leaves and

tops prior to processing. Stephenson (1983) demonstrated that separating the pith from the rind-

leaf gives the best juice extraction. The rind-leaf absorbs juice and therefore reduces the efficiency

of the extraction process. Lipinsky (1978) found that 85 percent of the TNC in a sweet sorghum

plant is located in the center pith material inside the stalk rind, and that the pith accounts for ap-
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proximately 75 percent of the total plant weight. Meade and Chen (1985) estimated that the tops

and rind-leaf portion of the stalk contain only one percent of the available sugars. Monroe et al.

(1983) stated that juice extraction of leafless material is 20 percent higher than whole—stalks.

There have been several attempts to remove the leaves during harvest or prior to processing. As

previously stated, Monroe and Sumner (1983) successfully developed a leaf stripper capable of re-

moval of 89 percent of leaves during harvest. The leaves were removed as the stalks entered the

machine. Wright et al. (1977) used a pneumatic separator to remove leaves and tops from billeted

stalk pieces. The stalks were chopped by a forage harvester and loaded into a wagon. The chopped

material was then taken to a stationary separator. The design concept was to drop a thin layer of

material into an air stream and allow dispersion of the particles based on aerodynamic properties.

Approximately 16.5 percent of the billets were blown out with the trash. Ruff et al. (1981) designed

and tested two prototype leaf stripping mechanisms. The first mechanism created an aerodynarnic

suction on both sides of the stalk by high-speed mower blades. The second mechanism was de-

signed to strip the leaves with a downward mechanical action. The leaf mower mechanism was able

to remove 54 percent of the total leaf material and the leaf stripping mechanism removed 58 per-

cent. All chopper cane harvesters tested on sweet sorghum were equipped with leaf strippers and

have not proven to be very successful.

Cundiff and Vaughan (1984) found a technique for chopping whole-stalk sweet sorghum such that

the pith fraction could be separated from the rind-leaf. Whole-stalks were chopped at 0.5 and 1.0

cm intervals, and the resulting material was shaken in a 0.5 inch mesh screen. When shaken by

hand, the pith particles fell through, leaving the rind-leaf particles on the screen. This process

suggests that the use of a screen separator to remove the rind-leaf material from the pith of whole-

stalk sweet sorghum is possible. Weitzel et al. (1986) used a screen mounted on a double rocker

to separate pith and rind-leaf fractions from stalks chopped with a 1 cm chopping interval. After

several passes of the pith fraction over the screen, the rind-leaf fraction contained 30 percent of the

whole-stalk weight and only 5 percent of the extractable sugar. Crandell and Worley (1988) tested

Chapter 3. Literature Review 14
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a double screen mounted on a crank-rocker mechanism, and found that 56 to 67.5 percent of the

whole—stalk weight was separated into the pith fraction with an oscillating frequency of 4.5 Hz.

Sugar mills can extract 95 percent of the available sugars from sugar cane, but small 3-roll mjlls have

been able to extract only 60 percent of the available sugars in sweet sorghum (Eiland et al., 1985).

Lamb et al. (1982) employed roller mills on a field harvester and attained only 25 percent of the

stalk weight in juice. Bryan et al. (1981) tested eight varieties for juice expression from a 3-roll

mill, and found that the extracted juice contained less 'than half the sugar present in the stalks.

Nuese and Hunt (1983) extracted only 13 percent of the available sugar from sweet sorghum stalks

using a 3-roll mill. Bryan ez al. (1983) reported achieving juice extraction of 63 to 70 percent of

plant mass by using a screw press. Wetzel et al. (1986) used a 15.2 cm diameter screw press for

extraction of juice from various pith fractions, 50 to 70 percent whole stalk weight. The results

showed juice extraction ranging from 47 percent to 64 percent of the total juice in the whole stalk.
” The use of a screw press seems to be a viable method to achieve higher percentages of juice ex-

traction for a single pass of the pith fraction only.
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Chapter 4. Analytical Methods and Design

4.1 Harvester Concept

The Atkinson whole-stalk sugar cane harvester was used as the starting point for research on the

sweet sorghum harvester. A machine was purchased from S & W Welding company, Fort Myers,

Florida.

The design criteria for the Piedmont System harvester was as followsz

l. The harvester must be a pul1·type machine which can be towed on the highway for short dis-

tances between fields. It must collapse to legal width (2.4 m) and a height of not more than

4 m when loaded onto a standard equipment trailer.

2. The harvester must accumulate whole-stalks into a windrow for later loading and hauling.

This means a bundle of stalks must be dumped clear of the path of the machine as it harvests

the next row. '

Chapter 4. Analytical Methods and Design 16
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31 The harvester should be simple in construction to achieve the lowest cost and highest reliability

possible.

The four sub-systems envisioned for the machine; gathering belts, stalk flipper, cross-conveyor, and

accumulator, are shown in Figure 2.

4.1.1 Gathering Belts

The gathering belts were two counter rotating chains equipped with rubber pads to grip the stalks

securely without crushing them. These belts were powered by two hydraulic motors supplied with

fluid from a variable displacement pump which was driven by the tractor PTO (on the original

machine, the belt motors were powered from the tractor remote ports). The speed of the gathering

belts was increased to approximately match ground speed of the tractor by adjusting the swashplate

on the variable displacement pump. The belt length was made adjustable for in—field changes re-

quired during testing. It could be shortened in 18 cm increments up to a total reduction of 72 cm.

The gathering belts functioned as follows. As stalks were cut at the ground with a disk cutter

(basecutter) , the belts giipped the stalks and conveyed them rearwards and upwards until they were

released, and simultaneously gxipped between two rotating disks with a rubber surface (stalk

flipper). The initial gnp point by the belts was located immediately above the point where the

basecutter cut the stalk (Figure 3). The front support of the gathering belts was designed such that

the initial grip point could be raised from a minimum of 1.1 m above ground level to a maximum

of 1.4 m. The rear support allowed for an adjustment of the release point from a minimum height

of 2.4 m to a maximum of 2.8 m. For transport on a trailer, the front and rear supports were ad- .

justed such that the belts were at an angle of l8° with horizontal. The maximum achievable gath-

ering belt angle was 40°, with the initial grip point 1.1 m above the ground and the release point

2.8 m above ground. As shown in Figure 3, the pressure exerted by the belts on the stalks was also

Chapter 4. Analytical Methods and Design 17
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adjustable. The front and rear supports were designed to move in and out to achieve this adjust- I

ment.

4.1.2 Stalk Flipper

The stalk flipper was constructed with two 51 cm diameter coulters used for disk plowing, and

covered with a spring-loaded rubber surface. This surface deformed to achieve the gripping force

needed to secure the stalks so they could be flipped. The concept for the stalk flipper was based

on a tobacco harvester which inverts tobacco stalks with two steel disks (Wells et al., 1982). When

the stalk flipper grabbed the stalks, it flipped them parallel to the row path. There were two ad-

justments included to change the arc of contact of the flipper. Change of the arc of contact was

accomplished by changing the horizontal and vertical angles of the disks as shown in Figures 4 and

5. The arc of contact determined the point at which the stalk flipper grabbed the stalks relative to

the gathering belt release point, and the location they were released. The horizontal and vertical

positioning of the stalk flipper was also adjustable as shown in Figures 6 and 7. This adjustment

was needed for correct positioning of the flipper under the belts, if the height of the gathering belts

was changed, and for adjusting the point where the flipper gripped the bottom of the stalks. The

pressure exerted on the stalks by the disks was also made adjustable as shown in Figure 8. This

adjustment was possible because the spring·loaded rubber surface would deforrn when the disks

were forced closer together. When the disks were forced together, it also increased the arc of contact

between the flipper disks.

4.1.3 Cr0ss—C0nvey0r and Accumulator

Though the cross·conveyor and accumulator were not part of this study, it is necessary to discuss

them for the reader to grasp the complete concept for the harvester. lt is expected that these two

. Chapter 4. Analytical Methods and Design 20
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Figure 4. Adjustnment of vertical angle ol' tlipper disks.
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Figure 5. Adjustment of horizontal angle of llipper disks.
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Figure 6. Adjustment of vertical position of llipper disks.
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Figure 7. Adjustment of horizontal position of flippcr disks. ‘
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Figure 8. Adjustment of gripping pressure between the llipper disks.
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sub-systems will operate as follows. When the stalk flipper releases the stalks, they will fall onto a
‘ cross-conveyor which conveys them into an accumulator. The accumulator will create a bale ap-

proximately 0.75 m in diameter, and unload it to the side so that the harvester will be clear to

harvest the next row. The bale will be unloaded at the same position in the field during each pass

of the harvester, creating a continuous windrow of material as shown in Figure 9.

4.2 Hitch Design

4.2.1 Pull-Type Configuration

There were several reasons for conversion of the Atkinson 3-point hitch machine to a pull-type

harvester. The major reason was the plan to add the cross-conveyor and accumulator later. The

frame on which the accumulator would mount had to be supported by a rear wheel. In the

Atkinson design, the 3·point hitch partially supported the harvester weight and lifted the harvester

for travel down the highway, or for tuming at the end of a row. Because the harvester weight was

off·center on the 3-point hitch, a rather large tractor was needed to lift it. This requirement indi-

rectly effects the cost of the harvesting operation, since a large tractor is more expensive to own and

operate. In addition, when traveling on the highway, the gathering belts protruded past the tractor

wheel, and made it dangerous when passing obstacles on the side of the road.

The second reason for converting to a pull-type machine was to correct the poor layout of the

universal joint (U·joint) driveline. The harvester was powered through a 2-joint driveline con-

necting the tractor P_TO shaft and the harvester input shaft. This driveline operated with approxi-

mately a 70° angle between the PTO shaft and driveline shaft, and the maximum recommended

Chapter 4. Analytical Methods and Design 26
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angle is approximately 62°. One other concem was that the driveline disconnected if the harvester

was lifted too high, and had to be reconnected at the beginning of each row to continue harvesting.

The location of the rear caster wheel needed to convert to a pull-type machine is shown in Figure Y

10. The wheel was 79 cm in diameter, 33 cm wide, and was mounted so that it would pivot a full

360°, and allow the frame to freely follow the tractor as it made a turn.

4.2.2 Hitch Design Criteria

Harvester maneuverability is an important factor that relates directly to better field efficiency and

minimum headland requirement for turning at the end of a row. Field efficiency is defined as the

ratio of the effective field capacity to the theoretical field capacity. The effective field capacity in-

cludes lost time in the field, and failure to utilize the full width of the machine. Since the harvester

is always harvesting one row, the full capacity is always utilized while harvesting. The only other

factor affecting field efficiency is the lost time. Lost time includes time for tuming at the end of a

row, stopping time to clean or adjust the machine, and stopping time to unload a bundle of mate-

rial.

Maneuverability relates to the ease with which the tractor and harvester move over field contours,

and within the area they must operate. As the harvester works through the field during harvest,

or is being pulled down the highway, it will be subject to travel over sloped surfaces and rough

terrain. The hitch design must allow for pivoting, or the steel members of the frame and hitch will

be stressed while making these movements.

One other factor requinng consideration, is the need to make the hitch adjustable for road travel.

The harvester must be able to travel behind the tractor within a legal width of 2.4 m on the high-

way, and be offset in the field to allow a clear path for the stalks to enter the gathering belts. Based

on these several considerations, the hitch design criteria were:
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1. The hitch design should allow for a reasonable turning radius at the end of a row.

2. The hitch design should allow the frame to follow the contour of the ground as the tractor

moves across field slopes and contours.

3. The hitch should be easily adjusted for field and road travel.

4. The hitch should be easily adjusted to different tractor drawbar heights.

4,2.3 Harvester Width and Drive Components

Reduction of the harvester width was the first step in the development of a new hitch design. From

wheel center to wheel center, the Atkinson harvester was 2.6 m wide. A 36 cm reduction in frame

width was needed to allow the harvester to travel on the highway, or be loaded onto a standard

equipment trailer. Two possibilities were considered for width reduction. The first idea was to

pivot the gathering belts vertically and horizontally to reduce the outer width of the harvester. This

idea seemed feasible, but would cause problems when the cross-conveyor and accumulator were

added later. A closer look at the drive mechanisms on the harvester revealed that there was un-

needed space between two driveshafts, and thus there was the opportunity to make two main

changes in the drive. Facing in the direction of travel, the gathering belts were on the right side of

the harvester. First, the harvester input shaft was moved 19 cm to the left, so that it would line

up more closely to the tractor PTO shaft when the new driveline was added. Secondly, a 36 cm

section of the frame was removed from the harvester. The resulting harvester mechanical drive

layout is shown in Figure ll.

Power delivered to the harvester input shaft by the universal driveline was transmitted to the chain

jackshaft and pump driveshaft through V-belts. The basecutter gearbox was driven off the chain

jackshaft with a chain drive. The sheave ratio between the harvester input shaft and pump

. Chapter 4. Analytical Methods and Design 30
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driveshaft was 1:2.5, and since the drive was designed for a 1000 RPM PTO speed, the pump was

driven at 2500 RPM. The pump was mounted on a plate which could be moved horizontally to

tighten the V·belt. The chain jackshaft was driven with a 1:1.85 sheave ratio; consequently for a

1000 RPM PTO speed, the jackshaft speed was 540 RPM.

The basecutter was a steel disk 66 cm in diameter with six equally spaced cutting blades bolted to

it. These blades were 7.6 cm long x 9.0 cm wide extending 3 cm beyond the periphery of the disk.

The disc was tilted forward l0° from horizontal and was mounted on the output shaft of the

gearbox with a 2:1 ratio. Two adjustable idler sprockets were placed ir1 the chain drive to adjust

the chain tension and arc of contact on the driving sprocket. The sprocket on the jackshaft was a

12 tooth sprocket and the gearbox sprocket had 20 teeth, thus the speed reduction going into the

gearbox was 1.67:1. For a 1000 RPM PTO speed, the basecutter turned at 648 RPM to give a knife

tip velocity of 28 m/s.

4.2.4 Turning Radius

To allow for a reasonable tuming radius, the tractor right rear tire must clear the hitch and the

· gathering belts when turning to the right. The tractor left rear wheel must also have clearance to

turn to the left. A tum angle of 60° to the right was chosen as a criterion for the hitch design.

This criterion was adopted after initial analysis of the driveline geometry (Section 4.4). The turning

radius is defined as the radius of the circle within which a vehicle can make its shortest turn.

Minirnizing the turning radius will reduce the required headland in the field.
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. 4.2.5 Attachment of Hitch

The hitch design must allow for the travel over sloped ground surfaces and rough terrain; conse-

quently, it must pivot at the frame. It will not support the frame, but only transrnit the pulling

force from the tractor to the harvester. lt also supports the U-joint driveline.

The hitch design must accommodate a category ll tractor with speciiications given by ASAE ·

Standard 5203.10 (ASAE, 1986). The drawbar height for a Category II tractor can vary from 33

to 50.8 cm above ground level; consequently, the hitch must be adjustable within this range of

drawbar heights.

4.2.6 Adjustment of Hitch for Field and Road Operations.

The hitch design criterion of most concern was the orientation of the tractor to the harvester during

field operations and road transport. The hitch system must be easily changed from road to field

travel mode. When in field mode, the tractor centerline must be offset from the harvester centerline

a minimum of 42 cm to allow entrance of the stalks into the gathering belts. This assumes a

harvester wheel spacing center-to-center of 1.5 m. In travel mode, the harvester centerline must

be offset 18 cm from the tractor centerline. In this mode, the harvester front left tire should line

up with the tractor tire on the left side.
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4.3 Computer Aided Design and Analysis

Geometrie configurations for turning radius and tractor turn angle in the plane parallel to the

ground, and tractor angle traveling over slopes in the plane perpendicular to the ground, were an-

alyzed and sirnulated on a Computer Aided Design (CAD) System. The system used was the

CADAM (Computer—Graphic Augmented Design and Manufacturing) written by the Lockheed

Aircraft Corporation in the l960’s. The CADAM system is a set of computer programs that are

used to prepare mechanical drawings interactively at a graphics terminal.

Preliminary design efforts failed to meet at least one of the prescribed criteria. After several attempts

the concept which seemed most feasible was a triangular-shaped hitch which was pinned at the

frame attachment points (base of triangle), and had a hitch clevis at the triangle apex to attach to

the drawbar of the tractor (Figure 12). As designed, hitch arms 1 and 2 were held inside the hitch

frame and pinned at points A, B, and C. The hitch triangle pivoted about point A. Pin B had 3

possible pirmed positions, defined as Travel, Field 1, and Field 2. When pin B was in the Field 1

or Field 2 hole, the harvester was offset for field operation, and when pin B was in the travel hole,

the harvester was aligned for road travel. The hitch clevis C had three vertical adjustments so that

it could be raised or lowered to match a given tractor drawbar height. Pin A was the point of ro-

tation for the triangular hitch when different offsets were desired.

lt was determined that the rear right tire of the tractor must be approximately 230 cm from the

frame of the harvester to clear the gathering belts safely during a right turn. This dimension was

selected by assuming the tractor right tire was 14 cm from, and perpendicular to, the harvested row.

A tractor with a 1.52 m wheel spacing center-to·center and a drawbar height of 38.1 cm was used

to simulate, analyze and design the hitch. For road travel (Figure 13), the tractor tire on the traffic

side Lined up with the harvester tire, in order to assist the operator with alignment of the vehicle in

a traffic lane.
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For field operation, the first offset position (Field 1) moved the tractor centerline 51 cm to the left,

and the second offset position (Field 2) moved the tractor centerline 33 cm. Figure 14 shows the

tractor and harvester orientation for the Field 1 position. For the tractor shown, the harvested row

was 43 cm from the edge of the back tractor tire. For the Field 2 position, the tractor back wheel

was 24 cm from the harvested row.

To aid in determining turning radius, the turn angles possible with the tractor attached to the

harvester were determined. Turn angle is defined as the angle that the tractor makes with the

harvester when the tractor pivots about the hitch point. This does not represent an actual ma-

neuver but is used to determine the maximum angle which may occur. The maximum safe tum

angle to the right was deterrnined to be an angle which caused a minimum of 13 cm clearance be-

tween the tractor tire and the gathering belts or hitch frame. In Figure 15, the tractor is making a

60° right turn angle with the harvester and clears the gathering belts by 44 cm. A 70° turning angle

to the left was attainable. The harvesting requires the harvester to travel in a clockwise direction

in the field; consequently the right tum angle was more critical.

A view of the tractor making a 75° turn angle to the right with the hitch in the travel mode is shown

ir1 Figure 16. For this tum, the rear right tractor tire was 22 cm from the gathering belts and 13

cm from the hitch. A left turn angle of 65° was possible with the hitch in the travel position.

The design was made with the gathering belts in the orientation shown in Figures 15 and 16.

During field testing, it was deterrnined that the gathering belts should be moved back 31 cm, which

was done. Further discussion of the consequence of this modification is given in Chapter 6.

During a tum, the tractor and harvester are rotating about a point on the ground called the tuming

center. The tractor has a tuming center and the harvester has a turning center. The harvester _

tuming center is deterrnined from the tractor turning center and the position of the front wheel axle

of the harvester. The turning center changes as the vehicle moves through a turn. To simulate the

harvester tuming center during a turn, the tractor tuming center was set at the center of the right
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rear wheel. A tractor can be turned about this point by applying the right brake to lock the right

rear wheel, so this is known to be a possible turning center. The instantaneous turning arc is cre-

ated from the harvester turning center and the radial distance to any point on the harvester. The

arc created is the path of a point on the harvester at an instant. As the tum progresses, the harvester

turning center may approach infinity on one side and reappear from infinity on the other side of

A the harvester. The harvester turning center during a right turn is located at the intersection of the

line passing through the hitch point and the center of the right tractor wheel, and a line passing

through the centerline of the harvester front axle as shown in Figure 17. The hitchpoint is an ar-

bitrarily picked reference point. For the first instant, the harvester is rotating about the old turning

center. The solid circle in Figure 17 denotes the relationship between the center of the harvester

tires and the tractor hitch point. These three points will always create a circle of the same radius

since the relative distances from each point to another is constant regardless of the orientation.

Thus, a line segment connecting each point will always be the same length. This fact is obviously

true since the hitch on the harvester does not change orientation with the harvester except when

traveling over slopes, which is extremely small.

To determine the new orientation of the harvester, the instantaneous turning center for the previous

orientation is used (old turning center radius). This is an approximation which becomes more exact

the smaller the incremental change in tractor tum. Turning about the right tire and/or translating

provides a small change in hitch pin location. Taking the old circle of the hitch point and harvester

wheel centers and moving it to the new hitch point location determines the new harvester orien-

tation, shown as a dotted circle in Figure 17. The point where the previous instantaneous turning

arcs intersect the dashed circle is the new orientation for the harvester wheel centers. Now the new

turning center is located at the intersection of a line passing through the center of the right tractor

wheel and hitch point and a line passing through the centerline of the harvester front wheel axles

in the new position. The new instantaneous turning arcs are taken from the arc created by the new

turning center and the new harvester tire centers. The new turning radius is taken from the new

tuming center to the new harvester tire centerlines. This is now the instantaneous turning radius
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Figure 17. Procedure for determining harvester advancement during a turn.
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for the harvester and tractor for that instant. This procedure continues as the tractor moves through

incremental tums and/or translations, and was done for nearly 100 turning center points in ad-

vancing the harvester through a 180° turn. The turning radius was used to estimate the amount

of headland the harvester would require and subsequently, the number of rows between the exit and

entry point. CADAM drawings showing the incremental pathway of the harvester as it exits a row

and enters another are given in Figures 18, 19, 20, and 21. As can be seen in the figures, the tractor

and harvester can safely exit a row and enter a new row to be harvested 10 rows down the field.

A row width of 76.2 cm, which was the row spacing during the 1988 harvesting tests, was used.

The amount of required headland for this turn was approximately 8.25 m. This type of information

is not only important for deterinining how well the harvester can maneuver with this hitching sys-

tem, but also is needed to determine how a field should be planted to obtain the highest field effi-

ciency with the harvester.

Maneuverability over field slopes was analyzed next. Figures 22 and 23 show the harvester hitch

pivoting as the tractor travels up and down slopes. The hitch was pinned at the frame which al-

lowed it to pivot freely. The tractor is shown on 20° upwards and downwards slopes, and the

analysis showed no interference problems. A restricting factor for maximum slope maneuvering is

discussed later, when the design of the universal driveline is presented.

To accorrunodate varying drawbar heights, the hitch clevis (Figure 24) had three height positions

5 cm apart. These were required to keep the hitch as close to horizontal as possible during opera-

tion on level ground if a tractor with a different height drawbar was used. The benefit of this will

be evident later when the U-joint driveline geometry is analyzed in Section 4.4.
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4.4 Analysis and Design of Driveline

4.4.1 Driveline Requirements

The Power Take-Off (PTO) is anexternal shaft on the rear of the tractor used to provide rotational

power to implements. Universal-joint (U·joint) drivelines connect the PTO to the input shaft on

the equipment to be powered. In agricultural implement drivelines, the Cardan universal joint is

the most widely used. The Cardan joint consists of two yokes connected by a cross through four

bearings. A single Cardan joint acting at an angle does not transmit uniform angular velocity be-

tween the input and output yokes. However, the average angular displacement and velocity of the

output and input yoke is constant through one shaft rotation. The fluctuation of velocities, and

subsequently the accelerations, cause disturbances in the driveline which can decrease its life and

may damage the equipment being powered. ln the design of the driveline, these fluctuations must

be kept at a minimum.

To design the harvester driveline, the position and specifications for the PTO shaft on a Category

II tractor were taken from ASAE Standard S203. 10 (ASAE, 1986). The PTO shaft is vertically 20.3

cm above and horizontally 40.6 cm behind the tractor drawbar hitchpoint, and rotates clockwise

when facing the direction of travel. Agricultural tractors have two standard PTO speeds, 1000 and

540 RPM. A different PTO shaft is required for each speed, and in most tractors, the shafts are

interchangeable. The harvester U-joint driveline was designed for a 1000 RPM PTO. The nominal

1000 RPM PTO shaft has a major diarneter of 3.5 cm and 21 involute splined teeth.

The three basic design criteria used in the development of the driveline are listed below.

1. The driveline should articulate through the angles produced when the tractor turns 80° to the

right and 80° to the left.
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2. The driveline should be dynamically stable during the maximum tum angles.

3. The driveline should transmit the required torque to operate the harvester.

Torsional and inertial disturbances are the key factors affecting the dynamic stability of a driveline.

These disturbances must be evaluated for the maximum angles encountered during a turn, and for

the maximum upward and downward slope of the tractor relative to the harvester during a turn.

Maximum angular acceleration is a function of the joint angle and rotational speed. As established

from experience, the maximum accelerations for straight ahead operation is 1400 r/:2 at the

harvester input shaft and 3000 r/sz at all other connecting shafts. Accelerations up to 7000 r/sz can

be tolerated intermittently. Cardan universal joints can be operated with joint angles up to ap-

proximately 62°, but should not exceed 40° during normal operating conditions.

_ During operations such as turning and traveling over slopes and rough terrain, the driveline must

be able to telescope out and back safely without pulling out, or bottoming out. Required tele-

scoping is simply a function of the geornetry of the driveline.

4.4.2 Introduction to Integrated Mechanisms Program

Integrated Mechanisms Program (IMP) is a computer-aided design and analysis tool for mechanical

systems, intended to be used for simulation of two or three dimensional mechanisms with one or

more degrees of freedom. The mechanical system being simulated must be idealized as a set of rigid

bodies for IMP to be used. The program can implement revolute, universal, screw, spur gear, and

several other joints. By specifying the origin for the system, which defrnes the global coordinates,

and using local axes to identify joint and link combinations, the entire system can be assembled as

needed. Once the links and joints are defined and the system is assembled, the IMP program is

ready for analysis in the kinematic, dynamic, or static mode.
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The first step in formulating an IMP program is the recognition of the system characteristics. These

include the number and types of links and joints in the system, the order in which they are arranged,

and their geometiic positioning. Through the use of the IMP language, a design can be analyzed

and changed relatively easily once the IMP statements are mastered by the designer. There are six

categories of IMP statements for use in programming:

• Definition statements define component parts of the system and their relationships to each

other, e.g. REVOLUTE and UJOINT statements, torques, forces, velocities, and other pa-

rameters which apply to the system.

• Data statements define numeric values for parameters of the system.

• Request statements determine what analysis will be performed, and the form of the output

from this analysis.

• Control statements set the mode of analysis (kinematic, static, dynamic) and allow ir1teraction

with the user during simulation.
’

• Graphics statements are used to produce graphics from the simulation, if a graphics terminal

is available.

• Delete statements eliminate components from the system.

Appendix A gives an example of the program written as an input file to the IMP processor for the

harvester driveline analysis. This program outputs to the screen, and to a file, the values of accel-

erations of the driveline.

The GROUND statement defines the name of the fixed link in the system, and is the origin of the

global coordinate system. Each link in the mechanical system must be attached to the ground link

by an appropriate joint. A REVOLUTE statement is used to define the connection of the driveline
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shafts to the Ground link. Any defined link or joint must be at least four letters, and the IMP

statements which define them can be shortened to the first four letters of the name (e. g. REVO-

LUTE = REVO). As an example:

REVO(GRND,PTOO) = TRCT

This defines a joint TRCT which is a revolute joint connecting links GRND and PTOO. PTOO

represents the PTO shaft on the tractor. A UJOINT statement is used to define the connection

of two shafts in the driveline by a universal joint, assumed by IMP to be a Cardan joint. An ex-

ample of a U.]OINT statement is:

U.lOINT(SHFl,SHF2) = JNT2

SHFI and SHF2 represent the two shafts which are joined together by a U-joint defined as JNT2.

Each U-joint ir1 a system must be defined by a separate UJOINT statement.

Once the various linkages and joints are defined for the IMP processor, the orientation of each link

and joint connection is defined by DATA/LINK statements. These statements specify the vector

positions which define the local coordinate system for that particular link and joint combination

relative to the global coordinate system. For three dirnensional systems three vectors must be de-

fined in the DATA/LINK statement. An example of a general DATA/LINK statement is:

DATA/LINK (link name, joint name) = xl,yl,zl/x2,y2,z2/x3,y3,z3

The local coordinate orientation dictates the positioning of the links and joints in the statements.

A typical statement would read as:

DATA/LlNK(GRND,TRCT) = 0.00,·20.0,0.00/0.00,-10.0,-20.0/10.0,-20.0,0.00

This statement connects the revolute joint TRCT to link GRND. The first coordinates defined in

this statement is the local origin of the revolute joint TRCT and link GRND. The second point

defines the axis of rotation for the revolute joint and the third point defines the direction of link

GRND. For each REVOLUTE and UJOINT defined there must be two DATA/LINK state- .

ments to define the connection of each joint to two links independently. The origin point for the

local coordinate system must be the same for any pair of DATA/LINK statements defining the

same joint. DATA/POSITION statements are used to specify the initial position, increment size,
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and number of increments for REVOLUTE joints during simulation. The DATA/VELOCITY

statement specifies the velocity of a particular revolute joint in r/s. In the driveline design, the ve-

locity input was the PTO RPM.

After all the components of the mechanical system have been oriented, the system statements used

to request analysis are placed in the IMP file. STORE statements are used to perform analysis as

requested and store the results on file. A STORE statement can analyze position, velocity, and

accelerations for the driveline analysis program. PRINT statements print output to the screen

during simulation. Accelerations of all joints and positions were stored on file for each geometry

analyzed. Various turn angles, field slopes, tractor speeds, and phase relationships were analyzed

for two driveline geometries.

4.4.3 Introduction to IMPTO

To determine the coordinate axes orientation for each increment of tractor turn angle and slope for

each new driveline design, would have been quite laborious. Fortunately, engineers at Ford New

Holland have developed an IMP pre-processor which will create the files shown in Appendix A to

be used as input to the IMP processor. The pre-processor is a Fortran written program which

orients the driveline components in a user defined position. Using vector analysis techniques, the

various joints and linkages are combined to produce the numeric data for the coordinates of the

DATA/LINK statements in IMP. After making several adaptations, the pre-processor was loaded

onto a Micro-Vax II computer in the Agricultural Engineering Department at Virginia Tech. The

pre-processor inputs are:

• Number of joints to be analyzed,

• Coordinates of all joints referenced to the hitchpoint as the origin (Global Coordinates), _
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• Phasing of joints,

• PTO speed (RPM),

• Number of turn angles to be analyzed, and

• Specific angles to be analyzed.

Turn angles are input as positive when the tractor is making a right tum and negative when the

tractor is making a left turn. Slopes are considered positive when they are inclined upwards and

negative if they are inclined downwards. The driveline inputs into IMPTO are defined as follows:

• Front shaft: The shaft connected to the tractor PTO (first shaft in the driveline) is the front

shaft and is referred to as SHFI in the IMP file.

• Joint l: The U-joint connecting the tractor PTO and the front shaft is Joint l and is named

JNTI in the IMP file.

• Connecting shaft: The shaft which connects the front shaft to the harvester input shaft is the

connecting shaft and is named SHF2 in the IMP file.

• Joint 2: The U-joint joining the front and connecting shaft is Joint 2 and is named JNT2 in

the IMP file.

• Joint 3: The U-joint joining the connecting shaft to the harvester input shaft(SHF3) is Joint

3 and is named JNT3 in the IMP file.

The pre-processor automatically opens a file, inputs the file statements, and closes the file. Once

the file is created it can be directly input into IMP for processing. The Fortran code for the pre-

processor IMPTO, is given in Appendix B.
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4.4.4 Shaft Length Analysis

One tractor and harvester orientation corresponded to the maximum length of the telescoping shaft

in the dxiveline, and one orientation corresponded to the minimum length. When the tractor was

turning at the maximum angle and traveling up the maximum incline, the telescoping shaft was at

its minimum length. When the tractor was pulling the harvester straight ahead on the maximum

downward incline, the telescoping shaft was at its maximum extension. The maximumandmum

length of the front shaft was calculated by entering the coordinates of the joints for the two

geometries, using the expression,

tu

where,

L = shaft length (cm),

x, = x·coordinate of joint i(cm),

y, = y-coordinate of joint i(cm),

z, = z-coordinate of joint i(cm),

i = 1,2.

The maximum and minimum length of the front shaft were needed to determine the length required

to safely make field and road maneuvers. The shaft must have a sufficient overlap ir1 the extended

position to transmit the maximum torque to operate the harvester.

4.4.5 Phase Angle Determination

The phase angle is the relative rotational position of the joint yokes on a driveshaft. For the

drivelines in this analysis, the shafts were aligned to nearly fall in one plane to help reduce acceler-
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ations, and facilitate phase angle determination. Since the driveline was very close to being

coplanar, the four principle phase conditions can be used to determine the proper phase angles.

A principle phase condition in a 3-joint driveline is defined to be an orientation where the yokes

on the two intermediate shafts are either parallel or crossed. In the parallel arrangement, the yokes

are in line, and in the crossed arrangement the yokes are 90° to one another. There are four possible

relationships:

• Parallel-Parallel

• Crossed-Parallel

• Parallel~Crossed

• Crossed-Crossed

The torsional equivalent angle, or residual angle, is a measure of the magnitude of the transrnitted

angular accelerations for each phasing condition. The residual angle is the equivalent joint angle

for the entire driveline. In other words, the driveline will operate with the same angular acceleration

as a single joint with a joint angle equal to the residual angle. A zero residual angle means that the

driveline is transmitting a constant velocity to the input shaft on the driven equipment, if the prime

mover is delivering power at constant velocity. The residual angle for a 3-joint driveline with

parallel-crossed phasing is,

/ 2 2 2
Grey = 91 ' 62 — 83 [2]

where,

9,,, = residual angle (deg),

9, = joint angle for joint 1 (deg),

92 = joint angle for joint 2 (deg),

9, = joint angle for joint 3 (deg),
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The goal was to find a principle phase condition which produces the smallest residual angle and

consequently, the smallest accelerations. This condition was met with parallel-crossed phasing.

4.4.6 Preliminary Design 1

The first driveline design was a 3-joint driveline with a bearing mounted on the hitch to support the

connecting shaft. Both shafts, the front shaft and the connecting shaft, telescoped. As the tractor

moves through various turns and maneuvers, the driveline bends into different geometric shapes.

The top and side views of the driveline when the tractor is pulling straight ahead on a level surface

are shown in Figures 25 and 26. The hitchpoint was midway between the tractor U-joint, desig-

nated Joint 1, ar1d the second U-joint, designated Joint 2. The connecting shaft was supported with

a pillar block bearing mounted on a vertically adjustable pedestal. The horizontal distance from

the PTO to the hitch point was 40.6 cm and the horizontal distance from the hitch point to the end

of the connecting shaft was also 40.6 cm. This type of configuration for the front shaft produces

nearly equal angles on both ends of the shaft as the tractor is pulling the implement around a cor-

ner. When the joint angles are equivalent and the yokes on the shaft connecting the two joints are

phased in parallel, the transrnitted acceleration is small. The larger the difference in joint angles,

the higher the transrnitted acceleration.

Substituting the coordinates of the driveline joints during a 80° right turn and going up a 20° incline

into Eqn. [1], the minimum length of the front shaft was found to be 50.5 cm from joint center to

joint center. The maximum extended length of the front shaft was detemmined for traveling straight

ahead with the tractor on a 20° downward slope relative to the haryester. Again, the coordinates —

for the joints were substituted into Eqn. [1] and the length of the front shaft was found to be 77.5

cm. Therefore, from this analysis, the front shaft length ranges from 50.5 to 77.5 cm. The con-

necting shaft length was calculated from the dirnensions given in Figure 25 to be 176 cm. Its length
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changed very little for minimum and maximum extension of the front shaft. In fact, the driveline

could be designed with a fixed length connecting shaft. A telescoping connecting shaft was used

because the manufacturer could supply it at the same price as a fixed length shaft.

The various driveline configurations, were examined for angular accelerations based on maximum

turn angles and slopes. A total of nine configurations were examined for the first driveline design

three tractor turning angles, -80°, 0°, + 80°, and three slopes, -20°, 0°, + 20°. The IMP analysis

was used to determine the maximum accelerations in the connecting shaft and the harvester input

shaft for all nine geometries, assuming parallel·crossed phasing. As shown in Tables l and 2, ap-

proximately the same angular accelerations were calculated for both shafts. In the connecting shaft

(Table 1), the angular acceleration increased from 170 r/:2 in the straight ahead position on level

ground to over 4000 r/sz during an 80° right or left turn. When a -80° turn is made with the tractor

g on a + 20° slope relative to the harvester, the acceleration more than doubles to 9060 r/sz. This

result, which is not intuitive, illustrates the adverse conditions that can occur in a driveline, and the

need for an analysis to check the full range of possible operating configurations. The accelerations

for the connecting shaft and the harvester input shaft are very similar for each particular config-

uration. The joint angle at joint 3 changes very little for the different configurations, and thus does

not significantly increase the acceleration transmitted to the harvester input shaft, from the con-

necting shaft.

The driveline is expected to operate for only a small percentage of its total operating time at an

80° turn angle, and an even smaller percentage of its time at an 80° tum angle in conjunction with

a + 20° slope. Consequently, the 9000+ r/.:2 acceleration is tolerated for interrnittent operation.

Both Tables l and 2 show that a positive slope increases the angular acceleration more than a

negative slope. The reason for this is that the positive slope creates a larger joint angle between the

PTO shaft and the front shaft, and the joint has to transrnit power around a sharper angle, thus

creating larger accelerations.
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Table l. Angular accelerations(r/sz) of connecting shaft resulting from joint angles for preliminary
design l.

Turn Angle Slope (dcgrecs)
(degrees) -20 + 20
-80060) 4730 4200 9060

+80(ragh1) 5790 4120 8520
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Table 2. Angular accelerations(r/sz) of harvester input shaft resulting from joint angles for preliminary
design l

Turn Angle Slope (degrees)
(degrees) -20 + 20

-80(Ieft) 4690 4200 9150

+ 80(right) 5830 1410 8470
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This driveline design geometry meets the requirements for the driveline to operate continuously

without interfering with the tractor or hitch as the tractor maneuvers. The angles created during

operation only exceed 40° for the most extreme situations of maximum turn angle and maximum

slope. The design recommendation is 1400 r/sz maximum at the harvester input shaft. Acceler-

ations did exceed this recommendation for seven of the nine expected coniigurations simulated.

However, these accelerations only occur during tums which represent a small percentage of the total

operating time. For the connecting shaft, the maximum allowable acceleration is 3000 r/sz which

was also exceeded during tums. lt was decided to accept accelerations higher than the recom-

mended maximum since they only occurred during a turn.

It was estimated that the harvester would require 45 kW at 1000 RPM. For this particular power

and speed requirement, the torque transmitted is 430 N•m. Bondioli & Pavesi, a U—joint driveline

manufacturer, was contacted for information on available hardware. Information on geometry re-

quirements and accelerations was given to Bondioli & Pavesi engineers, and they recommended an

off-the·shelf shaft to meet the requirements. The following data was used to select the shaft:

• Driveline velocity (1000 RPM),

• Required torque transmission (430 N•m),

• Maximum and rninirnum length of the front shaft (70.5 and 55.5 cm),

• Tables of shaft accelerations.

Bondioli & Pavesi found this prelirninary design to be impractical for two major reasons:

1. The front shaft did not have enough telescoping capability for the maximum and minimum

turn angles and slopes,
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2. The long length of the connecting shaft may cause excessive vibration when this shaft is

transmitting the required torque at the required speed.

4.4.7 Driveline Design 2

The second driveline design is shown in the straight ahead operating position in Figure 27 with the

hitch in the Field 2 position. In this orientation, the driveline is nearly straight in the horizontal

plane. This was desirable because it facilitated determination of the phase angle. The length of the

front shaft was increased, making the lengths of the front and connecting shafts almost equal. The

increased length of the front shaft was required to achieve maximum retraction and extension, and

to reduce the length of the connecting shaft. Subsequently, the pedestal supporting the connecting

shaft was raised so that the front shaft would clear the hitch clevis when the tractor was on a ·20° t
slope. 1

A top view of the driveline with the tractor traveling straight ahead and the hitch in the Field 1

position , is shown in Figure 28. With the hitch in the Field 1 position, the tractor tum angle was
A

restricted to i 60°, and the slope to j 20° because of the driveline geometry. The Field l position

was the normal operating position for harvesting in the field during the 1988 harvest season. Figure

29 illustrates a top view of the driveline with the tractor making a 60° right tum. For the tractor

wheelbase assumed for the simulation, the tractor tire contacted the driveline before the hitch frame

for a turn angle greater than 60°. The tractor used for harvesting had a wider wheel spacing,

andsubsequentlywould contact the hitch before the driveline, a desirable safety feature. Since asafetyhazard

did not occur with the tractor, an addition onto the hitch to stop the tractor tire before en- l

gaging the driveline was not implemented for this harvest season, but should be added beforefuturefield

tests. F
u
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Figure 27. Top view of second U-joint driveline design shown with the hitch in the Field 2 position.
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, A side view of the driveline on three slopes, + 20°, 0°, and ·20° is shown in Figures 30-32, respec-

tively. As can be seen in Figure 32, the driveline does not contact the hitch when the tractor is

traveling down a ·20° slope. The maximum and minimum lengths were determined using Eqn [1],

and found to be 107 cm and 91 cm, respectively, for a range of 16 cm.

Three tractor turn angles of -60°, 0°, and + 60° and three slopes of ·20°, 0°, and + 20°, were ana-

lyzed. This driveline was analyzed with the hitch in the Field 1 position since this configuration

was expected to produce the highest accelerations for this design. The Field 1 position creates the

largest driveline angles, and thus the largest accelerations.

In the design of the second driveline, a closer evaluation of the residual angles was done. Tables

3, 4, and 5 shows the residual angles for the nine separate geometric configurations using the

parallel-crossed phase angle relationship when the hitch is in the Field 2 position. These tables give

the joint angles in each plane, with the X-Y plane referring to angles in the horizontal plane, and

the X-Z plane referring to angles in the vertical plane. The straight ahead on level ground config-

uration resulted in an residual angle of 2° (Table 3) which means that the driveline will function

dynarnically like a single joint with a 2° joint angle. This result was achieved by making the Joint

1 and Joint 2 angles almost equivalent. From Eqn. [2], it can be seen that the effect of these two

angles will cancel each other if they are equal. When the tractor is climbing a 20° slope, 8,,, in-

creases to 30.3°, and when it descends a 20° slope, 8,,, is l6.l°.

During a 60° right turn on level ground (Table 4), 8,,, is 49.4°. Slope does not have as drarnatic

an effect as the tum angles when they are independently observed. During a 60° right tum, a +

20° slope increases 8,,, to 58.l°, and a ·20° slope decreases 8,,, to 48.6°. The same trend is observed

for a 60° left turn (Table 5), though the magnitude is 8-l0° less for all three configurations. Five

of the six residual angles in Tables 4 and 5 are greater than 40° , the recommended maximum for

continuous operation. The driveline cannot be operated for other than short time periods ir1 these

orientations because of the high level of torsional disturbances that will occur.
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Table 3. lnlluence of slope on joint angles for the straight ahead position with the hitch in the Field 2
position, parallel-crossed phasing.

Joint Angles (Degrees)

PTO to Front Front Shaft to Connecting shaft to 8,,,
Shaft Connecting Shaft Input Shaft

+ 20° Slope
X-Y Plane 3.0 3.0 0.0
X-Z Plane 31 6.1 1.3
Resultant 31.1 6.8 1.3 30.3

0° Slope
X-Y Plane 3.0 3.0 0.0
X-Z Plane 10.6 10.2 3.2
Resultant 11.0 10.7 3.2 2.0

-20° Slope
X-Y Plane 3.0 3.0 0.0
X-Z Plane 7.1 16.2 6.9
Resultant 7.7 16.5 6.9 16.1
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Table 4. Influence of slope on joint angles for a 60° right turn and parallel-crossed phasing for Field 2
hitch position.

Joint Angles (Degrees)

PTO to Front Front Shaft to Connecting shaft to 9,,,
Shaft Connecting Shaft Input Shaft

+ 20° Slope
X-Y Plane 50.4 9.7 0.0
X-Z Plane 31 6.1 1.3
Resultant 59.2 11.4 1.3 58.1

0° Slope
X-Y Plane 50.4 9.7 0.0
X-Z Plane 10.6 10.2 3.2
Resultant 51.5 14.1 3.2 49.4

·20° Slope
X-Y Plane 50.4 9.7 0.0

, X-Z Plane 7.1 16.2 6.9
Resultant 51.0 18.9 6.9 46.8
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Table 5. lnfluence of slope on joint angles for a 60° left turn and parallel-crossed phasing for Field 2
hitch position.

Joint Angles (Degrees)

PTO to Front Front Shaft to Connecting shaft to 6,,,
Shaft Connecting Shaft Input Shaft

+ 20° Slope
X-Y Plane 44.0 15.9 0.0
X-Z Plane 31 6.1 1.3
Resultant 53.8 17.0 1.3 51.0

0° Slope
X-Y Plane 44.0 15.9 0.0
X-Z Plane 10.6 10.2 3.2
Resultant 45.2 18.9 3.2 40.9

-20° Slope
X-Y Plane 44.0 15.9 0.0

, X-Z Plane 7.1 16.2 6.9
Resultant 44.6 ‘ 22.7 6.9 37.8
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The joint angles in the Field 1 position were exarnined to determine if the equivalent angles were

higher. Table 6 shows the residual angles for parallel-crossed phasing with the hitch in the Field 1

position. Because the Field 1 position moves the tractor to the left relative to the driveline, the joint

angles were higher, particularly for a right turn. Even on level ground a 60° right turn produced a

0,,, of 54°. For a + 20° slope, 0,,, increased to 62°, or 50 percent higher than the recommended

maximum of 40° for continuous operation.

The driveline geometry with the hitch in the Field 1 position was analyzed to determine the accel-

erations at the connecting shaft and the harvester input shaft (Table 7). For the + 60° turn angle

and + 20° slope, the acceleration was a maximum, 26,690 r/sz. This was as expected since this

position produced the highest residual angle (Table 6). Compared to design 1, this was extremely

high and was well above the maximum allowable acceleration values. The first design had smaller

accelerations because the angle between the first and second joint was nearly equal for all geomet-
V rical configurations. The acceleration at the normal operating condition (straight ahead on level

ground) was 900 and 970 r/sz for the connecting shaft and the harvester input shaft, respectively.

To reduce these accelerations the joint angles must be reduced. The accelerations for pulling

straight ahead and at a -20° slope were very low for the connecting shaft and the harvester input

shaft, due to the reduction in the joint angle between the PTO shaft and the front shaft in this
‘ position. To reduce the effect of the joint l angle, a constant velocity joint was introduced into the

driveline at that point. Since Joint 1 had the highest joint angles, the use of a constant velocity joint

would have its greatest effect of reducing accelerations at this point. The IMP pre·processor did

not have previsions for setting the velocity constant at a U-joint, and the resulting accelerations

from the use of a constant velocity joint were not analyzed. However, the resulting accelerations

were expected to be greatly reduced, since the joint angle in the first joint was effectively deleted.

A friction clutch was introduced at Joint 3 for overload protection. If the harvester jams, the

driveline must stop transmitting power or driveline damage may result. The size of the tractor

which might be hitched to the harvester is unknown, and if it is too large, it may not stall before

damage results.
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Table 6. lnfluence of slope and turn on joint angles with the hitch in the Field l position.

Residual Angles, 0,,, (degrees)

+ 20° Slope
+ 60° Turn 0° Turn -60° Turn

62.2 30.8 46.2

0° Slope
+ 60° Turn 0° Turn -60° Turn

54.2 4.8 34.9

—20° Slope
+ 60° Turn 0° Turn -60° Turn

51.7 15.3 29.0
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Table 7. Angular accelerations(r/sz) of shafts resulting from joint angles.

Turn Angle Slope (degrees)
(degrees) -20 0 + 20

Connecting shaft

—60(left) 6710 6420 10230

0 930 900 3450

+ 60(right) 13200 16210 26690

Harvester input shaft

-60(|eft) 6970 6400 10260

0 830 970 3470

+ 60(right) 13210 16200 26540
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. 4.5 Hydraulic Circuit Design and Analysis

4.5.1 Criteria for Gathering Belts Circuit

V
The Atkinson harvester gathering belts were powered from the tractor hydraulic remote ports. For

a 45 kW tractor, the flow from the hydraulic ports is 57 L/min at a maximum operating pressure

of approximately 17.2 MPa. The gathering belt speed was then limited to 3.2 km/h, which was not

fast enough for efficient field operation.

The Atkinson harvester was designed to power only the gathering belts hydraulically. Subsc-

quently, flow requirements for additional actuators to power the stalk flipper, cross·conveyor, and

accumulator could not be met by use of the tractor remote hydraulic ports. In addition, gathering

belt speed was only adjustable by changing the tractor throttle setting. Therefore, during harvesting,

any requircment to increase or decrease the gathering belt speed could not be done independent of

ground speed. This adjustment was needed to determine the best speed of the gathering belts rel-

ative to the basecutter and stalk flipper. Therefore, a new hydraulic circuit design to meet the fol-

lowing conditions was required:

1. Faster field operation of the harvester,

2. Variable gathering belt speed relative to stalk flipper speed and basecutter speed,

3. Capability of expanding the hydraulics to power additional motors and cylinders.
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4.5.2 Circuit Design

A hydrostatic transrnission (HST) was designed to power the gathering belts. An HST is used be-

tween a prime mover and load to match the load characteristics to the prime mover output. In this

application, the prime mover was the tractor PTO and the load was the gathering belts. The HST
l

pump was driven by the tractor PTO, and delivered flow to hydraulic motors which powered the

gathering belts. There are four basic types of hydrostatic transmissions:

• Fixed displacement pump·Fixed displacement motor(FP- FP, )

• Variable displacement pump-Variable displacement motor( VP- V„,)

• Fixed displacement pump-Variable displacement motor(PP-VP,)

• Variable displacement pump·Fixed displacement motor(VP-Fm)

The desired characteristics of the HST were variable speed and constant torque output over the

range of possible speeds at constant load. The VP-FP, combination of HST was chosen for the de-

sign. The hydraulic motor speed was varied by adjustirrg the swashplate on the pump to change

the pump displacement, and subsequently change the flowrate. Thus, motor speed is changeable

independent of the pump speed.

The HST selected was a closed circuit, open·loop system. Closed circuit means that the fluid from

the pump flowed through the motors and back to the pump, not to the reservoir, and open-loop

signifies that the pump output was not controlled by the motor output (no feedback).

The circuit diagram for the IQ-F„, HST chosen for the design is given in Figure 33. The part of the

circuit inside the broken lines was inside the pump casing. The amount and direction of flow from

the pump was detennined by adjustment of the swashplate angle. The charge pump was an integral
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part of the HST circuit, and was very important to the operation of the transmission. The purpose

of the charge pump was to provide oil flow though the pump and motor casings for cooling, and

provide make·up flow to replace internal leakage. When leakage takes place, pump cavitation can

occur if the fluid is not replaced. The charge relief valve relieved excess fluid from the charge pump

into the variable displacement pump casing. A case drain line carried this flow to the motor

housing and back to the hydraulic reservoir, providing cooling for the transmission. Hydraulic fluid

from the charge pump was directed to the low pressure side of the circuit though one of two re-

plenishing check valves. The valve on the high pressure side was held closed by the line pressure,

and the valve on the low pressure side opened to allow flow to replace leakage. Leakage occurred

because of the clearances in the pump and motor.

The two hydraulic motors were mounted at the top of the frame supporting the gathering belts.

These two motors were placed in series, each with a case drain to dump leakage flow back to the

reservoir. The motors were placed in series to insure that the velocity of each motor would be

equal. Since the gathering belts were interconnected and the total load was shared between them,

it was expected that the load on the motors would be approximately equal. The first motor de-

veloped approximately half the total pressure drop required to operate the gathering belts, and the

second developed the remainder, which meant the back pressure on the first motor was approxi-

mately half the total pressure developed by the HST, and this back pressure was the reason a case

drain had to be supplied for this motor. Though it may have been possible to operate satisfactorily

without a case drain on the second motor, one was added.

The gathering belts were driven in one direction only, consequently only one side of the hydraulic

lines was pressurized. A standard cross—over relief valve package was used; consequently, there were

two relief valves, one to relieve both sides of the circuit. The cross-over relief valve was needed in

case the gathering belts jam with stalks during operation, or a mechanical failure occurs which

causes a blockage.
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4.5.3 Circuit Analysis

The following criteria were used as a basis for sizing the components:

• 17.2 MPa operating pressure.

• Adequate flow to hydraulic motors to maintain field speed of 6.4 km/h.

The operating pressure requirement was based on measured line pressures to the original motors

on the Atkinson harvester. A variable displacement axial piston pump (Sundstrand Series 18) was

selected because it has a power output range of 24 to 80 kW, maximum operating pressure of 24.0

MPa, and a maximum displacement is 37.7 cm}/rev, which gives a maximum flow rate of 94.6

L/rnin at 2500 RPM. The motor size was deterrnined from the available output of the variable

displacement pump, the required line pressure, and the required motor speed to achieve a linear

velocity 6.4 km/h. Overhung load adapters(HRE Model 300) were needed because the motors

being considered were not rated for the radial load generated by the gathering belts.(Note that the

gathering belts drive sprockets were mounted directly on the shaft of the overhung load adapters.)

The overhung adapters had 1:1 drive ratios, consequently the speed is given by:

. 6OD_,pN1r 3Xg= 100,000 [ ]

where
Ä = linear speed of gathering belts (km/h),

D„= drive sprocket diarneter (cm),N = motor RPM. _
For a linear velocity of 6.4 km/h, and drive sprocket diarneter of 12.7 cm, the required motor speed

was 273 RPM. Therefore, the motors must develop at least 273 RPM, and operate with a pressure
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drop of 8.6 MPa across each. A 245 cm}/rev fixed displacement motor(Charlynn series 2000) rated I

for flows up to 114 L/min and line pressures up to 20.7 MPa, was identified. This motor had a

maximum continuous speed rating of 308 RPM. The manufacturers performance tables were ex-

amined for a line pressure of 8.6 MPa and various flow rates. At 68 L/min, the rated speed was

271 RPM and output torque was 285 N•m. For 76 L/min, the motor speed was 300 RPM and

output torque was 278 N•m. The motor was rated for continuous duty up to 76 L/min at 12.0

MPa, and can deliver 410 N•m at this condition, which was considered suflicient to operate the

gathering belts. Under these conditions, the pump could supply the required amount of flow, and

the motor could reach the required speed to achieve a field velocity of 6.4 km/h; consequently a

Charlynn motor (Model 104-1066) was selected.

Flexible hose was used for all interconnections between pumps, motors, and valves. Extra hose

was allowed in places where movements of the components was needed to make field adjustments,

for example, the adjustment of the angle of the gathering belts with horizontal. Pressure lines were

sized for fluid velocities of 6.1 to 9.1 m/s, and line velocities of 1.2 to 1.8 m/s were allowed in the

suction line between the reservoir and the charge pump inlet. High pressure hose (SAE l00R2)

was used on high pressure lines, and low pressure suction hose (SAE 100Rl) was used on all other

lines. A 25;; inlet filter was used to filter the fluid entering the charge pump, and a l0;r return line

filter was used to filter the case drain. Both filters were rated for flows up to 76 L/min. The hy-

draulic fluid reservoir had a capacity of 19 L, and an air breather to insure it remained at atmo-

spheric pressure.

4.5.4 Hydraulic Circuit Design for Stalk Flipper

The stalk flipper were designed to gain active control over the stalks as they leave the gathering

belts, and speed was a critical factor in its operation. The power requirement to turn the flipper

was expected to be very small, consequently speed was the only specification for selection of the
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flipper motors. The required tangential velocity at the gripping radius on the flipper disk was as-

sumed to be the same as the belt speed, 6.4 km/h. A fixed displacement pump and fixed displace-

ment motor combination was the simplest way to meet the velocity requirement. An open circuit

was used, which means that the pump drew fluid from the reservoir and the motors retumed fluid

back to the reservoir. The disadvantage of the the fixed pump-fixed motor combination is that the

A motor speed is fixed, which means the relationship between the flipper speed and gathering belt

speed can only be changed by changing the gathering belt speed. The lack of speed control of the

flipper was not a problem because the hypothesized method of operation for the harvester was as

follows. The tractor operator would select a gear and throttle setting to give the ground speed

needed for the crop conditions. This throttle selection (tractor engine and subsequent PTO RPM)

set the flipper tangential velocity. If the flipper was turning too slowly, then the operator must se-

lect a lower gear and throttle up. The gathering belt speed would be set last to achieve the desired

relationship between gathering belt speed and flipper speed.

A gear pump(Cross series 40) with a 20.5 cmi/rev displacement was mounted on the auxiliary

pump mount of the HST variable displacement pump. This gave a two-stage pump with the first

stage a variable displacement stage, and a fixed displacement second stage. The gear pump was

A driven at the same speed as the variable displacement pump, 2500 RPM. Flow developed by the

gear pump is computed by

NDe L4]

where,

Q = flow (L/min),

N = motor RPM,

D = motor displacement (cms/rev),

e„„, = motor volumetric efficiency (decirnal).
I
I
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Assuming a volumetric efliciency of 90 percent and a pump speed of 2500 RPM, the flow developed

by the gear pump was 46 L/min.

The flipper radius was 26 cm; consequently for a required linear speed of 6.4 km/h, a motor speed

of 67.2 RPM was needed. Motor displacement was found to be 590 cm3/rev, by solving for dis-

placement in Eqn. [4], and assuming a volumetric efficiency of 90 percent. By placing a motor on

each flipper, and connecting them in parallel, flow to each motor was half the total available, and

the required displacement of each motor was 295 cm}/rev. Two motors (Charlynn Series H model

101-1007) with 293 cm}/rev displacements were used to power the flipper. The calculated speed

of the motors was 71 RPM, assuming a motor volumetric efficiency of 90 percent, which is within

6 percent of the desired 67.2 RPM. A schematic of the circuit for the stalk flipper is shown in

Figure 34. A pilot operated relief valve was placed ir1 the circuit for high pressure surge protection,

and the two motors were connected in parallel. Flexible hoses were also used in this circuit and

sized with the same flow speciflcations as the previous design. The inlet fluid to the pump was

unfiltered from the reservoir, and the retum flow was filtered though the 10p filter.
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Chapter 5. Experimental Methods and Procedures

5.1 Harvester Field Tests in Com

5.1.1 Field Tests

Field testing of the harvester was conducted in a field of mature green com prior to the sweet

sorghum harvest season. The objectives of the field testing were to evaluate the performance of the

various mechanisms on the harvester, make in-field adjustments when needed, redesign if needed,

and prepare the harvester for sweet sorghum harvesting. Corn was used since the sweet sorghum

was not yet mature, and com is similar enough in physical characteristics to provide valuable in-

formation on harvester performance. Each corn plot was planted on 76 cm row spacing, and the

stalks were approximately 1.8 to 2.4 m tall. Four separate field tests on com were conducted.

Test one in the corn field was prirnarily an observation of how well the harvester could perform its

basic task of basecutting the stalks and conveying them with the gathering belts. The harvester was

attached to the tractor in the shop, and powered to determine if operation of the gathering belts,
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universal joint driveline, and the stalk flipper was satisfactory. The harvester hitch was set in the

road travel position, and it was towed to the field. The towing worked well except that the harvester

tended to swerve left and right at an increasing amplitude at road speeds in excess of 16 km/h.

When the harvester was pulled down a row, the gathering belts were not offset far enough outside

the tractor tire for the stalks to be aligned with the center of the gathering belts. The stalks were

subsequently being run over by the harvester tire and not being harvested. Some of the stalks which

were cut and conveyed up the gathering belts to the flipper, were slipping between the disks as the

flipper attempted to rotate them. lt was later discovered that the flipper disks were slipping on their

shafts, Some of the stalks also missed the entry into the flipper, and caused following stalks to ac-

cumulate in front of the flipper.

After this field trial, several modifications and changes were made. The Field 1 position was de-

termined to be a better choice of hitch position for the particular tractor being used (John Deere

3140). The Field l position allowed 18 cm more offset, and it was much easier for the tractor op—

erator to align the center of the gathering belts over a row. To keep the stalk flipper disks from

slipping back on their shafts, a washer was welded onto the shaft behind the flipper hub. A guide

made from 13 mm conduit was mounted on each side of the gathering belts at a position 15 cm

above the path of the stalk butts. The bottom of the stalks slid along the inside of the guide, and

thus were correctly positioned to enter between the flipper disks.

After these adjustments had been made in the shop, the harvester was taken out for field test two.

Field adjustments were made on the guides, gathering belt entry height, and flipper. The guides

would pull the stalks out of the gathering belts because the leaves would catch on the guide as the

stalks moved toward the rear of the machine. A downward force was being exerted because the

guide was mounted at a lower angle to horizontal than the gathering belts. This problem was

coxrected by adjusting the guides parallel to the gathering belts. lt was also observed that the com

ears were so heavy, they caused the stalks to slide out of the gathering belts. For subsequent tests,

the ears were removed before the harvesting trial was done.
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Several flipper adjustments were made by moving the flipper forward or backward, up or down,
I

and rotating it in a horizontal and vertical plane, to change the arc of contact between the disks.

The design concept at this point was for the flipper to throw the stalks out, clearing them from

undemeath the flipper, and orienting them parallel to the direction of travel. The stalk flipper

gripped the stalks satisfactorily, but released the stalks underneath the disks. They did not throw

them out as planned.

A plate was placed directly under the flipper and angled to cause the butts of the stalks to slide out

behind the flipper (Figure 35). This modification was not successful. During test three the stalk

flipper consistently flipped the stalks and left approxirnately 61 cm of stalk under the disks. The

plate was removed since it was jamming the bottoms of the stalks directly under the flipper. The

supporting structure for the flipper was redesigned so that the stalks would fall underneath as shown

in Figure 36 (lt is expected that when the harvester is completed, a cross-conveyor will continuously

remove stalks as they fall undemeath the flipper disks). The redesign to allow the stalks to fall

underneath the flipper required several other modifications. The angle of the gathering belts was

increased from 20° above horizontal, to 30°. This increased the release point, the point the gath-

ering belts release the stalks at the rear of the machine, from 2.4 m above ground level to 2.5 rn

above ground level. The flipper was raised until the capture point, defined to be the point where

the stallc butts were captured between the disks, was 1.7 m above the ground. This change allowed

17.8 cm of space between the bottom of the disks and the platform on the rear of the harvester

(Figure 36). With these adjustments, a bundle of stalks approximately 0.25 m in diameter could

be accumulated under the flipper before the harvester had to be stopped and the bundle removed

manually.

When the height of the release point on the gathering belts was raised, the supports holding the

gathering belts began bending, which reduced the gripping force exerted by the belts on the stalks.

Consequently, the stalks slipped through the belts as they were being lifted. To correct this prob-

lem, the gathering belt supports were stiffened by welding cross—bracing (1.25 cm diameter rod) to

the outside to form a truss.
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Figure 35. Side view of stalk llipper showing expected operation of plate.
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Field test four was the final field test on corn, and operation of all harvester components was suc- ·I
cessful. The harvester traveled down approximately 20 m of row before accumulating a bundle

under the flipper.

5.1.2 Sweet Sorghum Field Tests

The sweet sorghum (cv. Dale) used for field testing of the harvester had stalk heights that varied

from 2 to 4 m with the majority in the 3 to 4 m range. Two separate field speeds, 4.0 and 6.7 km/h

were examined, as well as several settings of the relative speed between the gathering belts and

flipper. The minimum number of rows required between the row just exited, and the next row that

can be entered, was determined. The headland required to turn at the end of a row was also ob-

served.

5.2 Field Measurements and Power Consumptiorzs

5.2.1 Component Speed measurements

The two field speeds were achieved with the tractor in fouxth gear, low range, and engine speeds

of 1100 and 1800 RPM. The ground speed was measured by recording the time for the harvester

and tractor to travel a 30.5 m straight, level track. Measurement of the harvester input shaft speed

was made using a tachometer to determine the speed at which the driveline was operating, and the .

chain jackshaft speed was measured to calculate the speed of the basecutter. Linear velocity of the

gathering belts was determined by first calculating the peripheral distance around the belt, and di-

viding by the time required for one complete pass. Flipper speed was determined by measuring the
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time for the flipper to make l0 revolutions. Tangential velocity of the flipper, and the gathering

belt velocity, was used to calculate the belt/flipper speed ratio.

5.2.2 Power Consumption

Total power consumption was the sum of four components:

• Power to operate gathering belts (Pb)

• Power to operate flipper (P,,)

• Power to turn base-cutter (Pb),

• Power to pull weight of harvester, or drawbar power (Pdb).

Total power consumption was calculated to determine the minimum tractor size to operate the

harvester. The power requirement will ultimately be increased by the eventual addition of a cross-

conveyor and accumulator. The cross-conveyor will operate concurrently with the other hawester

components, but the accumulator will be powered only when all the other components have

stopped. Therefore, the power consumption of the accumulator will not add to the power re-

quirement from the tractor.

The power required from the tractor to turn the the gathering belts was determined by the measured

speed of the gathering belts, pressure in the hydraulic lines, and hydraulic motor displacement. The

fluid flow rate through the motor was calculated as,

NgD„,
= ——i 5QM1000where,
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Q,,, = theoretical fluid flow rate (L/min),

D,,, = motor displacement (cm}/rev),

N8 = gathering belt motor speed (RPM).

The power input to the pump required to turn the motors was determined using the equation,

° APQ ,, F6]
m0 pump

where:

P, = hydraulic power for gathering belts (kW),

AP = pressure drop (MPa),

6,,,,,,,, = pump efficiency (decimal),

6,,,,, = motor efficiency (decimal).

Efficiency was assumed to be 90 percent for the hydraulic motors and 85 percent for the hydraulic

pump. Power was transferred to the pump via a V-belt drive from the harvester input shaft to the

pump shaft (Figure ll). The tractor PTO was assumed to transfer power through the U·joint

diiveline to the harvester input shaft with negligible mechanical losses. Therefore, power required

from the tractor to turn the pump is,

PPfg =;§ U1

where,

P,8 = tractor power to operate gathering belts (kW),

6,, = belt drive efficiency (decimal).
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Belt drive efficiency was assumed to be equal to one minus belt slippage, determined from the dif- I

ference between the actual pump shaft speed, and the expected pump shaft speed based on the

sheave ratio.

Power required to operate the flipper was calculated differently since the displacement of the aux-

iliary pump was fixed. The pressure drop in the lines was measured and the flow rate from the

pump was found by

N,D,Q-<=‘i666 F8]

where,

Q„,, = theoretical flow rate from auxiliary pump (L/min),

N, = auxiliary pump speed (RPM),

D, = auxiliary pump displacement (cm}/rev).

The theoretical flow rate and pressure drop were substituted into the following equation to deter-

mine the hydraulic power required to the auxiliary pump,

APQzhxPf ‘ 60 [9]

where,

Pf = hydraulic power for flipper (kW),

AP = pressure drop (MPa).

Power required from the tractor to operate the flipper is given by,

PPJ:é [10]

where,
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P,f = tractor power to operate stalk flipper (kW), ¤

eb = belt drive efficiency (decimal).

The V-belt from the harvester input shaft was removed, and a nut was welded to the end of the

chain jackshaft. The torque to turn the basecutter was measured using a torque wrench. The

torque measured with the wrench to start the shaft turning was recorded as the required torque to

turn the basecutter. This measured torque, and basecutter speed during operation, were used to

estimate the power to turn the basecutter, Pb. The power to tum the basecutter would be higher

during harvesting due to the resistance of the stalks, but there was no practical way to measure this

in the field.

The drawbar power is defined as the power required to pull an implement, and is calculated as

follows:
I

P R’v lldb _ il

where,

Pdb = drawbar power (kW),

R, = rolling resistance (kN),

v = field speed (km/h).

Rolling resistance is a function of the coefficient of rolling resistance and the vertical load on the

tires. The rolling resistance force is found by

Rr=Cf·P}“+ CrFr [I2]

where,

Cf = rolling resistance coefficient on front harvester tires (decimal),

C, = rolling resistance coefficient for back caster tire (decimal),
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I} = vertical load on front tires (kN),
F, = vertical load on back caster tire (kN).

’ IQ and F, were measured by pulling the harvester onto truck scales. The front wheels were placed

on the scales with the caster wheel oli the scale, and then the caster wheel was placed on the scales

with the front wheels off. C, and C, are functions of field conditions, tire diameter, and tire inflation

pressure and were obtained from Kepner et al. (1982). For a tire inflation pressure of 0.2 MPa in

a plowed field, the rolling resistance coefficients are 0.17 and 0.14 for the front tires and rear caster

tire, respectively. Computing R, from Eqn. [12] and substituting back into Eqn. [ll} with the

measured field speed, gives the power required to pull the harvester on level ground.

Total power requirement from the tractor to operate the harvester is,

PT=P,g+PU+Pb+Pdb [14]

5.3 Force Transducer for Measurement of Gathering Belt

and Stalk Flipper Gripping Force

A force transducer was designed to evaluate the force exerted on the stalks as they are gnpped by

the gathering belts and the stalk flipper. The force exerted on the stalks by the belts should provide

a threshold value for force required to hold the stalks securely without crushing them. Likewise,

the pressure between the stalk flipper disks should develop the required force to flip the stalks

without crushing. °

Force required to crush the stalk were measured on several stalks in the laboratory, so the

transducer could be designed for the right range of these characteristics. The stalks used to conduct
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this test had been harvested with the harvester and stored for a month. Fifteen of the best stalks :

were selected, and a 7.6 cm section of stalk was removed from the bottom 46 to 122 cm of stalk,

which represents the approximate range that the stalks were gripped by the ilipper and gathering

belts. The stalks were loaded with an lnstron Universal Testing machine at the rate of 10 mm/min

using a 12.7 cm diameter flat plate mounted on the crosshead. The maximum force that the stalk

exerted on the plate and the diameter of the stalk section was recorded. The maximum force oc-

curred immediately preceding the rupture of the stalk, and was defined as the crushing force. The

results for each individual stalk are shown in Table 8. The average required crushing force was 460

N, and the average diameter was 2 cm.

The transducer designed to measure the gripping force is shown in Figure 37. Since the transducer

was designed to measure the force exerted on the stalks, the part of the transducer sensing the force

was made cylindrical with approximately the same diameter as in a sweet sorghum stalk. Two

halves of a cylindrical steel rod were used to simulate the stalk. The two halves were welded to a

piece of square tubing with a slot milled in one side, and strain gauges were mounted on the walls

of the square tubing. The transducer was designed to withstand 760 N at a maximum deflection

of 0.635 cm, by selecting the size of the tubing and length of the cylindrical rod. The cylindrical

rod and tubing were analyzed as a cantilever beam (Figure 38), and the analysis was done assuming

that no deflection would occur perpendicular to the applied force. A point load (P) was assumed

at the end of the cylindrical rod, and using various nominal pieces of tubing, the required size of

each component was deterrnined. The unit load method was used to evaluate the deüection of the p

transducer with various sizes of tube and lengths of rod, and the force required to deflect the rod

until the two cylindrical halves touched was calculated. The unit load method is formulated by

relating the external work caused by the loads on the beam, and the internal energy of the short-

ening of the übers in the beam. The deflection in a beam with rt hornogeneous sections is,
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Table 8. Results of crushing force tests on sweet sorghum stalks at the indicated distance from the
bottom of the stalk.

Stalk No. Diameter Force Distance from
(cm) (N) bottom (cm)

1 4.27 1125 45.7

2 2.49 750 106.7

3 1.74 250 45.7

4 1.48 500 121.9

5 1.05 250 45.7

6 2.45 225 0.40

7 2.25 360 66.0

8 1.85 550 101.6

9 1.60 500 **

10 1.34 330 122

11 1.70 650 0.40

12 1.53 320 122

13 2.15 425 **

14 1.97 450 **

15 1.51 200 **

Mean 1.96 459

** - stalk section position unknown
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where,

A = deflection (m),

M, = moment equation for the applied load P on the i"' section of beam (N•m),

m, = moment equation for a unit load on the i"‘ section of beam (N•m),

E = modulus of elasticity for stee1(200 GPa),

I, = Moment of inertia of cross section i (m")

L, = length of i"* section of beam (m).

rz = number of homogeneous sections in beam (rz = 2),

The idealized transducer has two sections of constant moment of inertia representing the square

tubing and the cylindrical rod. The moment diagram was drawn for the cantilever beam with a

point load, and the corresponding moment equation was substituted into Eqn. [14]. The applied

load was then removed, and a unit load was applied at the location of the desired deflection. The

deflection at the end of the cylindrical rod was made equal to the maximum deflection. The mo-

ment diagram was drawn for this load, and the corresponding moment equations substituted into

Eqn. [14]. The final design (Figure 37) had a 10 cm long cylindrical rod and a piece of square

tubing, 3.8 cm x 3.8 cm with 0.5 cm wall thickness. The distance between the two rod halves was

equal to the width of the slot milled in the square tubing, 0.635 cm.

To measure the force, a strain gauge full bridge circuit was implemented, as shown in Figure 39, _

with 1200 gauges mounted on the inner and outer walls of the square tubing (Figure 37). Because

the square tubing was long, strain gauges could not be attached in the center of the face of the inner

walls. Therefore, two gauges in series on each face were used at the end of the square tubing to
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offset any deflection difference at either end. The gauges were oriented so that the grid lines were

sensitive to the strain from the applied force.

The Instron Universal Testing Machine was used to calibrate the force transducer. Cross-head

speed was 1 mm/min, and the loading force was recorded on a strip chart at 500 mm/min. A strain

gauge amplifier was used to amplify the signal from the strain gauges, and the output was read with

a voltmeter. The transducer was _loaded until a prescribed level was reached on the strip chart and

stopped, then the Voltage output from the Instron was recorded. The full scale Voltage output was

l0 V, and the readings were a percentage of the full scale output to the chart. For example, if 9 volts

was read and the strip chart full scale was 50 N, then the force was 45 N. The transducer was

loaded at 2.5 and 5 cm from the end of the rod. When the plate on the cross-head came into

contact with the transducer, the rod deflected, and consequently caused the plate to only contact a

point. A distributed load over the entire 10 cm length of the rod was approximated by applying a

point load 5 cm from the end of the rod. A second test was run with the point load applied 2.5

cm from the end, to simulate a distributed load over the last 5 cm of the rod. Several readings were

taken at increasing loads until the transducer was close to maximum deflection, and the results are

shown in Tables 9 and 10. To compare the output of the two tests, the rnillimeters of deflection

per millivolt of output at the end of the cylindrical rod was compared. Deflection at the end of the

rod corresponding to each deflection at the point of loading was calculated using similar triangles.

The deflection was determined at the point of loading by measuring the length of strip chart that

corresponded to one loading interval and dividing by the chart speed, which gave the length of time

that the rod was loaded. The length of loading time multiplied by the cross-head speed determined

the amount of deflection. As can be seen from the tables, the output for each test was very close,

and this Verified that the sensor was producing a consistent relationship between deflection and

Voltage.

The transducer was used to determine forces exerted on the stalks at various points along the belts.

Eight equally spaced points were selected along the gathering belts, and the transducer was placed

between the belts to measure the static load on a stalk at each of these points (Figure 40). The
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Table 9. Calibration of force transducer for point loading 5 cm from the end of the cylindrical rod.
Test No. Instron Amplifier Force Dellection N/mV

V0ltage(V) \'oIta<gc(mV) (N) (mm/mV)

1 1.05 98.6 23.35 0.0390 1.052

2 1.54 109.4 34.25 0.0387 1.009

3 2.55 131.4 56.71 0.03781.0204

3.54 153.0 78.73 0.0377 1.020

5 4.04 163.8 89.85 0.0375 1.030

6 5.02 185.4 111.64 0.0374 1.009

7 6.03 207.4 134.11 0.0373 1.020

8 7.02 228.6 156.12 0.0373 1.039

9 8.04 251.0 178.81 0.0372 1.013

Mean 0.0378 1.023
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Table 10. Calibration of force transducer for point loading 5 cm from the end of the cylindrical rod.
Test No. Instron Amplifier Force Deflection N/mV

VoItage(V) Vo|t:1ge(mV) (N) (mm/mV)

1 1.05 107.7 23.35 0.0380 0.746

2 2.05 137.2 45.60 0.0375 0.754

3 3.05 166.7 67.83 0.0371 0.754

4 4.04 195.8 89.85 0.0369 0.756

5 5.05 225.7 112.31 0.0367 0.751

6 5.55 240.5 123.40 0.0367 0.751

Mean 0.0371 0.753
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transducer was also used to determine the force on the stalks when they are gripped by the stalk

flipper. The total arc of contact on the flipper disks was measured and found to be 75°. This arc

of contact was divided into six equal arcs of l5°, which define the points where the gripping force

was measured (Figure 41).
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Figure 4l. Side view of stalk llipper showing points of force measurements.
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Chapter 6. Results and Discussion

6.1 Field Test Results in Sweet Sorghum

Field tests in sweet sorghum were conducted at field speeds of 4.0 and 6.7 km/h. The tractor was

operated in fourth gear low range at 1100 and 1800 RPM engine speed, which are hereafter referred

to as operating conditions one and two, respectively. When first tested, the sorghum stalks would

slip through the stallc flipper, regardless of the pressure exerted between the disks. As the stalks

were gripped, the top of the stalks did not have enough momentum to carry them over. Conse-

quently, the stalks were almost upright as they were released by the flipper, and they were falling

randomly onto the harvester platfonn.

A series of changes were made that resulted in a high percentage of the stalks being correctly aligned,

parallel to the line of travel, on the harvester platform. The butts of the stalks were also aligned

as they were laid onto the harvester platform to "square up" the end of the bundle. Reasons for

failure of the flipper in the sweet sorghum were formed from observations made regarding the flip-

ping action. As was stated, the tops of the stalks had very little rearward momentum as they were

released by the gathering belts. The stalks were in an almost vertical position in the gathering belts,
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and due to their length, the flipper did not irnpart sufficient momentum to carry the tops over. It

was deterrnined that this problem was compounded by poor positioning of the flipper under the

belts, and resultant poor placement of the flipper arc of contact relative to the release point. By

rotating the arc of contact forward, the stalks were gripped earlier and released earlier. The stalk

flipper support was also moved forward 8 cm so that the stalks were gripped and rotated slightly

before they were released by the gathering belts. Although this improved the flipping action to the

point that the stalks were not falling randomly, the stalks were only flipped approximately 45° , and

created a bundle that was approximately l5° from the vertical. The tops of the stalks were still not

being controlled properly due to the slippage of the stalks in the flipper. At this point, it was ap-

parent that gripping pressure alone would not be sufficient enough to flip the stalks 90°. The stalks

were going to require an initial angle from vertical towards the horizontal position. This would give

the stalks an initial start towards the flipped position, and the weight of the tops would aid in the

stalks being carried over and flipped. A "tilt bar" was added in front of the flipper, so the stalks

would enter the stalk flipper at a slight angle from vertical. Figure 42 shows a side view of the stalks

being harvested and subsequently being flipped by the stalk flipper. The leaves are removed in the

drawing to clearly show how the stalks are flipped during operation. The tilt bar was a 1 cm di-

ameter threaded rod with a freely rotating piece of electrical conduit slipped over it. The tilt bar

held the bottom of the stalk stationary as the gathering belts continued to convey the tops. Once

the stalks had been conveyed far enough to slip over the tilt bar, the stalks had an initial angle from

vertical as they were gripped between the flipper disks. Use of the tilt bar required that the stalk

flipper be raised 13 cm, and positioned such that the gathering belts released the stalks, and the

flipper gripped the stalks, simultaneously. The stalk was oriented such that the natural weight of

the stalk was aiding in the flipping, and the flipper made sure the stalk was laid ir1 the correct po-

sition.

The stalks were very brittle, and flipping of the stalks onto the harvester frame caused many stalks

to break. This occurred because the bottom 1.5 m of stalk was not supported on the platform.

A board was placed undemeath the flipper to remedy this. As can be seen in Figure 42, 36 cm
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of vertical space was allowed to accumulate a bundle of material under the flipper. A worker con-
.

tinuously spread the stalks as they accumulated under the flipper to create a bundle 36 cm high by

60 cm wide. This bundle was approximately equivalent to a circular bundle 50 cm in diarneter.

The final release point of the gathering belts was 2.5 m above ground, and the gathering belts angle

from horizontal was 30°. The final height for the stalk flipper gripping point was 1.8 m above

ground, and the disks had 75° of contact.

The belt/flipper speed ratio was manipulated several times during the harvesting tests to achieve

better stalk control. \Vhen the belt/flipper ratio is equal to one, the tangential velocity of the flipper

is equal to the linear velocity of the gathering belts. When this setting was used, the stalks did not

flip satisfactorily, even with the tilt bar in place. When the belt/flipper speed ratio was greater than

one, the stalks would clog up the stalk flipper because they were being conveyed to the flipper faster

than it could handle them. The stalks would begin falling before the flipper disks could grip them;

consequently a high percentage of stalks were not flipped. The best belt/flipper speed ratio occurred

when the belt speed was lowered to below the tangential speed of the stalk flipper. Optimum

performance was accomplished adjusting the field speed of the tractor to keep the two speeds nearly

equivalent. Tables 11 and 12 show the relationship between field speed, gathering belts linear ve-

locity, and stalk flipper tangential velocity. The belt speed was 4 to 6 percent lower than the field

speed. This speed was successful, but the ideal situation would be to increase the belt speed to

match the field speed. Flipper tangential velocity was 22 to 24 percent greater than the linear ve-

locity of the gathering belts. The stalks were thrown down onto the harvester platform with a ve-

locity component perpendicular to the platform of 1.29 and 2.16 m/s for operating conditions one

and two, respectively. This velocity component was computed for the point on the stalk where it

was gripped by the stalk flipper.

Another modification required was the addition of a plate beside the basecutter to prevent the stalks

from jamming into this opening as they were cut at the base (Figure 43). Also, because the row

spacing was irregular, the harvester gathering belts would gather in two rows at once when the rows
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Table 1 l. Relationship between ficld speed, belt velocity, and fiipper velocity for a field speed of' 4 km/h.

Velocity Percent of Percent of
Ground Belt Speed

(km/h) Speed

Ground 3.98 100 106.3

Belt 3.74 94.1 100

Flipper 4.64 116.5 124
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Table 12. Relationship between field speed, belt velocity,· and fiipper velocity for a field speed of 6.7 Ikm/h. .
Velocity Percent of Percent of

Ground Belt Speed
(km/h) SpeedGround 6.67 100 104Belt 6.37 96 100

Flipper 7.79 117 122 pI
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were within approximately 60 cm of one another. With a 76 cm row spacing, the machine satis-

factorily harvested one row.

6.2 Power Consamption and Shaft Velocities

The power requirements were calculated based on measurements made in the field, as explained in

Chapter 5. Table 13 illustrates the shaft speeds which were measured at the two operating condi-

tions. The input shaft speed was 450 and 763 RPM which was below 1000 RPM, the speed that

the U-joint driveline was designed to operate, and the basecutter speed was 294 and 504 RPM,

which gave a knife tip velocity of 10.1 and 17.4 m/s, respectively. The speed of harvest was con-

strained by the speed at which the workers could keep up with the removal of the stalk bundles.

This restriction will be removed when the cross-conveyor and accumulator is added.

Table 14 shows the individual and total power requirements at both engine speeds. The angular

velocity of the gathering belt motors was determined by Eqn. [3] using the gathering belt linear ve-

locity, and found to be 218 and 373 RPM for the two engine speeds. The pressure measured across

both motors was 4.8 MPa and 6.2 MPa for the two engine speeds respectively, and substitution into

Eqns. [6] and [7] gave the total power required from the PTO of the tractor to operate the gathering

belts. Belt drive efficiency was 99 percent; therefore, it did not have a significant effect.

The power to turn the stalk flipper was calculated from Eqns. [8], [9], and [10]. The angular velocity

of the stalk flipper was 46.2 and 77.5 RPM at operating conditions one and two, respectively. The

pressure drop across the flipper motors was measured to be 0.83 MPa and 1.03 MPa for the two _

operating conditions. For operating condition one, the power to tum the stalk flipper was only 4.4

percent of the total power requirement to operate the harvester, and power to operate the basecutter

was only 1.2 percent. Power to operate the gathering belts was 61 percent of the total power re-
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Table 13. Shaft RPM for engine speeds of 1100 and 1800 RPM.

Engine speed 1100 RPM 1800 RPM

Pump Shaft 1115 1885

Harvester Input Shaft 450 763

Chain Jackshaft 245 420

Basecutter 294 504
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Table 14. Power requirements for the individual components on the harvester.

Power Requirement (kW)
Engine Gathering Stalk Drawbar Base- Total
Speed Belts Flipper Pull Cutter

1100 RPM 10.2 0.74 5.50 0.20 16.6

1800 RPM 22.4 1.20 9.25 0.34 33.2
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quirement for operating condition one. At operating condition two, the gathering belts consumed l

68 percent of the total power to operate the harvester.

The weight of the harvester on the two front tires was 12,700 N, or 6,350 N on each tire, and the

weight on the back caster wheel was 4,400 N. The drawbar pull for operating condition one and

two was 33.1 and 27.9 percent of the total power requirement, respectively. The total power to

operate the harvester was 16.6 kW at operating condition one, and 33.2 kW at operating condition

two; thus a 50 kW tractor would be large enough to handle the harvester. Once the cross-conveyor

and accumulator are added, the power to operate the harvester will be increased, and further anal-

ysis must be done to determine if a 50 kW tractor will still be adequate.

6.3 Field and Highway Maneuverability

The maximum tum angle to the right with the hitch in the Field 1 position was found to be 70°.

At this turn angle, the clearance between the tractor right tire and the hitch was 12 cm. The angle

was higher than projected because the tractor used had a wheelbase 5.1 cm wider than the one

simulated in the CAD drawings. The tractor used also did not interfere with the driveline before

the wheel contacted the hitch.

The amount of headland to make a complete l80° turn at the end of a row was observed. The

simulated tractor turning radius determined the amount of headland to be 8.25 m to exit the just

harvested row and enter a new row, 10 row spaces down the field. Once in the field it was obvious

that the amount of headland and number of rows between exiting and entering were proportional

to one another. By making a longer turn at the end of a row, the number of rows between exiting

and entering could be reduced. Reducing the amount of headland increased the distance between

the exit row and the next row harvested. The amount of headland required to enter 6 row spaces
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down the field was approximately 13 m, and the amount of headland to enter 10 rows or more l

down the field was approximately 8 m. Headland was slightly reduced from what was sirnulated

due to the fact that the gathering belts had been moved rearward 30.5 cm. This allowed the oper-

ator to begin turning more quickly when the last stalks had been cut by the basecutter.

The harvester was towed to and from the field using the tractor or a 4·wheel drive pick-up truck.

The field was 13 km from the shop where the harvester was housed, and speeds up to 24 km/h were

attained while traveling down the highway. When the highway speed was over 16 km/h, the caster

wheel on the harvester would swerve back and forth. The higher the highway speed, the larger the

amplitude of this swerving. lt was observed that the swerving was higher the more the "p1ay" in the

drawbar on the tractor. When the drawbar was stabilized, the sway amplitude was reduced, but

did continue to occur. It was postulated that this may be caused by the front tires on the harvester

not being aligned properly, causing the harvester to turn as it traveled down the road. When the

harvester width was reduced, the front tire may have been attached at a slight horizontal angle to

the forward path.

6.4 Force on Stalks

The millivolts output from the force transducer amplifier was converted to force using the factor,

1.022 N/mV, developed in Chapter 5 for loading at 5 cm from the end. Table 15 shows the test

results for three repetitions, and the resulting average force values are graphically presented in Figure

44. The maximum force, 38.5 N, occurred 122 cm from the initial grip point (Point 4) and the

minimum force, 10.8 N, occurred at the initial grip point (Point 1). Average force exerted on the

stalk as it proceeded through the gathering belts was 25.3 N. Exerted force was a minimum at the

entry and release points (Point 1 and Point 8) because the gathering belts were not making full
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Table 15. Force exerted on transducer by gathering belts.

Force (N)

Point No. cm from Rep l Rep 2 Rep 3 Mean
inital grip
point

1 0 10.3 11.4 10.6 10.8

2 40.6 29.7 51.2 29.8 36.9

3 81.3 26.8 23.7 25.2 25.2

4 121.9 41.5 42.1 31.838.55

162.5 23.6 28.4 29.9 27.3

6 203.2 24.2 23.3 17.8 21.8

7 243.8 30.5 28.4 23.8 27.6

8 271.8 13.4 15.2 13.4 14.0

I
I
I

_ I
I
I

I

I

I

I
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Figure 44. Graph of stalk gripping force along the gathering belts as measured by the transducer.
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contact, as compared to the middle section of the belts. Although cross·bracing was used to sta-

bilize the supports on the rear of the belts, the force exerted on the upper portion (Points 5 through

8) decreases because of belt separation. However, during harvest, the force exerted on the stalks

was enough to keep the stalks from slipping through. Figure 44 also shows some fluctuations in

force which was due to the gathering belts being uneven in some places, which caused the grip pads

to be uneven when they come together. This caused the force exerted between the belts to be de-

pendent on the mating of the pads.

The force exerted by the flipper disks is shown in Table 16. Figure 45 shows the force distribution

along the arc of contact with Point 1 at 0° and Point 8 at 75°. The exerted force ranged from 27.5

to 86.0 N. The maximum force occurred at 45° (Point 4), and the minimum force occurred at 75°

(Point 6). When the flipper first gripped the stalk, the spring-loaded rubber surface on the disks

did not exert much pressure. As the flipper tumed, the rubber surfaces were pushed together and
' the springs completely depressed, which caused the higher force in the center of the arc of contact.

As the flipper begin to separate and release the stalk, the pressure was reduced again.

The force exerted by the gathering belts and the force exerted by the flipper were not the same.

The maximum flipper force was 86 N, as compared to 38.5 N in the gathering belts, or 55 percent

less. The gathering belts only need to exert enough force to keep the the stalks from sliding between

the belts due to their own weight. The flipper is required to exert enough force to grasp the stalk

at a point approximately 46 cm from the butt, and rotate it 90°, which means the flipper must create

the moment required to flip the stalk down without the stalk slipping.
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Table 16. Force exerted on transducer by stalk llipper.

Force (N) I

Point No. degree Rep 1 Rep 2 Rep 3 Mean

1 0 35.6 32.7 32.5 33.6

2 15 52.9 51.2 66.6 56.9

3 30 80.8 77.6 93.7 84.0

4 45 74.8 72.4 110.9 86.0

S 60 55.2 52.0 83.0 63.4

6 75 29.6 18.9 34.0 27.5
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Figure 45. Graph of gripping force exerted by the stalk flipper on the transducer.
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6.5 Driveline Accelerations

The U·joint driveline design and simulation was done for the driveline at 1000 RPM. This rota-

tional speed was achieved at 2400 RPM engine speed for the John Deere 3140 tractor. The meas·

ured PTO angular velocity at 1100 and 1800 RPM engine speed was 450 and 763 RPM,

respectively. The driveline accelerations were examined for a + 60°, 0°, ·60° tum on level ground

at 450 and 763 RPM, and compared to the 1000 RPM acceleration simulated. The driveline co-

ordinates and phasing were not changed, only the shaft speed was changed. Figures 46, 47, and 48

show graphs of the accelerations at the harvester input shaft for the three driveline speeds.

Figure 46 illustrates the difference in acceleration for the three angular velocities for the tractor in

the straight ahead position. The maximum acceleration at 1000 RPM was 970 r/sz and the maxi-

mum acceleration at 450 RPM was 200 r/sz, a 79 percent reduction. The speed reduction was 55

percent, and the acceleration reduction was 79 percent. The maximum acceleration at 763 RPM

was 570 r/sz which was a 41 percent reduction in acceleration in comparison with the 1000 RPM

result.

Figure 47 shows the acceleration values when making a 60° right tum angle. The maximum ac-

celerations were 16,200 r/sz, 9,400 r/sz, and 3,300 r/sz for 1000, 763, and 450 RPM, respectively.

The maximum accelerations at 1000, 763, and 450 RPM during a 60° left turn, were 6,400, 3,700,

and 1,300 r/sz, respectively (Figure 48). At 763 and 450 RPM, the accelerations were 42 and 80

percent less than the 1000 RPM acceleration, approximately the relationship found for the straight

ahead configuration. The right turn maximum acceleration at 1000 RPM (16,200 r/sz) was the

highest calculated, and was almost 17 times the maximum acceleration in the straight ahead posi-

tion and it was 2.5 times the maximum acceleration calculated for a left-hand turn. ‘

If the acceleration at one particular geometry is found for a number of angular velocities, only the

acceleration at one angular velocity needs to be known to determine the accelerations at other an-
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Figure 46. Graph of angular accelerations at the harvester input shah for the straight ahead position.
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gular velocities. Changing the speed does not change the phase of the angular acceleration response.

The three graphs show that the acceleration goes through one cycle after the shaft has rotated l80°.

Therefore, the frequency of the torsional vibration resulting from angular accelerations is twice the

RPM of the driveline. Because the constant velocity joint was not analyzed, the acceleration cal-

culated was greater than the actual acceleration experienced by the driveline.
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Chapter 7. Conclusions

A sweet sorghum harvester was designed, built, and successfully tested during the 1988 harvest

season. The following conclusions were made.

1. CAD is a very useful tool in the design of machines and mechanisms. CAD allowed the sim-

ulation of tractor and harvester for a wide range of maneuvers, and greatly simplified the layout

of the hitch and U-joint driveline.

2. IMP was successfully used to analyze the angular accelerations of the U-joint driveline for 60°

right and left turns on slopes ranging from + 20° to ·20°. A method was not determined to

examine the effect of a constant velocity joint in the U-joint driveline.

3. The harvester successfully maneuvered in the field and on the highway through the tum angles,

slopes, and turning radius that the CAD and IMP sirnulations predicted it would handle.

4. The gathering belts worked satisfactorily at a linear velocity of 94 to 96 percent of ground
I

speed. The initial grip point was positioned directly over the point where the stalk was cut.

An average force of 25.3 N was sufficient to hold the stalk in position between the belts.
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5. The flipper worked best at a tangential velocity 24 percent greater than the belt velocity. The

flipper was adjusted until the initial grip point was 30 cm forward of the belt release point, the

arc of contact was 75°, and the maximum force exerted on the stalks was 86 N. With these

adjustments, the stalks were satisfactorily flipped to a horizontal position immediately behind

the gathering belts.

6. Total power to operate the harvester was 33.2 kW at 763 PTO RPM. The gathering belts

required 22.4 kW, the flipper 1.2 kW, the basecutter 0.34 kW, and the drawbar power required

was 9.2 kW.

7. The harvester successfully harvested a 0.5 ha field of sweet sorghum at a maximum ground

speed of 6.7 km/h. The sorghum was planted in 76 cm rows, and the yield was 95 Mg/ha.

The theoretical field capacity, not accounting for the manual unloading of the stalks, was 48

Mg/h.
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Chapter 8. Summary and Recommendations

Sweet sorghum is a crop that can be readily grown in the Eastern U. S. Piedmont, but the

irregular-shaped fields on rolling terrain present some interesting challenges to mechanical harvest-

ing. The harvester must be able to cut and windrow whole·stalks, must be maneuverable over

slopes and rough terrain, and must be reliable and low-cost.

An Atkinson whole·stalk sugar cane harvester was purchased to begin the project. This machine

was designed to capture a row of stalks between converging belts, and simultaneously cut them at

the base with a rotating disk cutter. The Atkinson machine was converted from a three-point hitch

machine to a pull-type machine by adding a caster wheel in the rear. A CAD package was used

to design a hitch to allow for a 60° left and right turn on slopes of —20° to + 20°. The U-joint

driveline was simulated using CAD, and the angular accelerations resulting from joint angles was

calculated using IMP. Calculated angular accelerations ranged from 16,200 r/sz for a 60° right turn

to 970 r/sz for the straight-ahead position on a level surface.

A two-stage hydraulic pump, powered by the PTO driveline, was installed on the harvester. The

first stage, a variable volume stage, supplied flow to the two hydraulic motors which powered the

gathering belts. The second stage, a fixed displacement stage, supplied flow to two hydraulic motors

which powered the stalk flipper, two converging disks with spring-loaded rubber surfaces. The
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flipper was positioned under the belt release point at the rear of the harvester, and was designed to

capture the butt of the stalk and flip it 90° to a horizontal position behind the gathering belts.

The gathering belts captured the stalk as it was cut at the base with a disk cutter rotating at 504

RPM (17.1 m/s blade tip velocity) for 1800 RPM engine speed. The gathering belts operated sat-

isfactorily at linear velocities ranging from 94 to 96 percent of ground speed. They were adjusted

to grip the stalk with an average force of 25.3 N. At the rear of the machine, the stalks were released

as the butts were captured by the flipper. The flipper operated best with a tangential velocity 24

percent greater than the belt linear velocity, and it exened a maximum force of 86 N on the stalk.

The total power to operate the harvester was 33.2 kW, with 22.4 kW required for the gathering

belts, 1.20 kW for the flipper, 0.34 kW for the basecutter, and 9.25 kW for the drawbar pull.

The ha.rvester was tested on sorghum 3 to 4 m tall planted in 76 cm rows, and performed quite well.

Approximately 0.5 ha was harvested at ground speeds up to 6.7 km/h. The flipper concept has not

been previously reported in the literature, and appears to be a novel contribution to the develop-

ment of machinery for harvesting who1e·sta1k sweet sorghum or sugar cane.

Future plans call for installation of a cross-conveyor and accumulator. The cross-conveyor will

move the horizontal stalks from beneath the flipper, move them across the machine, and deposit

them in an accumulator. The accumulator is envisioned as a hydraulically actuated cradle, or bin.

At periodic intervals, the harvester will stop and the accumulator will dump a 0.75 m diameter

bundle of stalks into a windrow. Specific recommendations for research and improvement of the

current machine are:

1. The implementation of the cross-conveyor and accumulator should be the next step in the

completion of the harvesting concept. The completed system would create a windrow of ma-

terial that may be processed in the field, or hauled to a central site for processing.
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2. The hitch length may be shortened by 30 cm to reduce the overall length of the harvester, I

which would reduce the amount of headland required for maneuvering at the end of a row.

3. The platform supported by the caster wheel could be reduced by 25 cm, which would shorten

the overall length of the harvester. Since the stalks were flipped under the stalk flipper, the

extra length is not needed to support the stalks.

4. The IMP pre-processor, IMPTO, should be modified to allow for analysis of a constant ve-

locity joint. This would allow for a more accurate analysis of the driveline angular acceler-

ations.

5. Study of various field planting layouts could help optirnize the performance of the harvester,

and increase the capacity.

The energy situation can only become more of a problem as the U. S. depends increasingly on

foreign oil imports. Sweet sorghum and other biomass crops are prornising alternative sources of

liquid fuel. The use of these renewable resources would create a market for farmers who would

grow these crops, thus encouraging much needed economic development in rural areas.
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Appendix A. IMP File created by IMPTO

Files for processing by IMP were created and used to analyze the U-joint drivelines. The files were

created by IMPTO to run interactively with IMP, and generated data on accelerations, positions,

and velocities which were printed to the screen and stored on file. The following IMP file was

created to determine accelerations at -60, 0, and + 60 degree tum angles on a -20 degree slope.

One file was created for all three geometxies and stored for later analysis.
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SYST=PHASE 90.-90.- 0.DRIVEDN TRCT=-60.0 DEG.’ ZERO(DATA) = .001
GROUND=GRND
REVO(GRND,PTOO) = TRCT
REVO(GRND,SHF2) = PEDS
REVO(GRND,SHF3) = GBOX
UJOINT(PTOO,SHF1)=JNT1
UJOINT(SHF1,SI—II*2)=JNT2
UJOINT(SHF2,SHF3)=JNT3
DATA/LINK(GRND,TRCT)= -9.780,-16.939, 0.600/S

-5.000, -8.660, 4.100/ -1.120, -21.939, 0.600
DATA/LINK(PTOO,TRCT)= -9.780,-16.939, 0.600/S

-5.000, -8.660, 4.100/ -1.120, -21.939, 0.600
DATA/LINK(GRND,PEDS)= 30.500, 5.300, 14.200/S

78.800, 9.200, 11.500 .»‘‘ 31.305, -4.668, 14.200
DATA/LINK(SHF2,P1?T°-äi)= 30.500, 5.300, 14.200/$

78.800, 9.200, 11.500; 31.305, -4.668, 14.200
DATA/LINK(GRND,GBOX)= 84.800, 9.300, 11.900/S

78.800, 9.200, 11.500/ 84.633, 19.299, 11.900
DATA/LINK(SHF3,GBOX)= 84.800, 9.300, 11.900/S

78.800, 9.200, 11.500/ 84.633, 19.299, 11.900
DATA/LINK(PTOO,JNT1)= -5.000, -8.660, 4.100/$

-5.000, -18.660, 27.755/ -56.352, 91.340, 46.375
DATA/LINK(SHF1,JNT1)= -5.000, -8.660, 4.100/S
-56.352, 91.340, 46.375/ 30.500, 5.300, 14.200
DATA/LINK(SHF1,JNT2)= 30.500, 5.300, 14.200/$
-20.852,105.300, 56.475/ 21.855, 43.135, -85.800
DATA/LINK(SHF2,JNT2)= 30.500, 5.300, 14.200/$

21.855, 43.135, -85.800/ 78.800, 9.200, 11.500
DATA/L1NK(SHF2,JNT3)= 78.800, 9.200, 11.500/$

84.731, -90.802, -26.849/ 42.634,-223.265, 612.106
DATA/LINK(SHF3,JNT3)= 78.800, 9.200, 11.500/S

42.634,-223.265,612.106/ 84.800, 9.300, 11.900
DATA/POS1(TRCT)= 0,10,18
DATA/VELO(TRCT)= 104.723
print: ACCE(ALL)
print: POSI(TRCT)
STORE/POS1(TRCT)
STORE/ACCE(ALL)
STORE/VELO(ALL)
RETURN
SYST=PHASE 90.-90.- 0.DRIVEDN TRCT= 0.0 DEG.
ZERO(DATA) = .001
GROUND=GRND
REVO(GRND,PTOO) = TRCT
REVO(GRND,SHF2) = PEDS
REVO(GRND,SHF3) = GBOX
UJOINT(PTOO,SHF1)=JNT1
UJOINT(SHFl,SHF2)=JNT2
UJOINT(SHF2,SHF3)=JNT3
DATA/LINK(GRND,TRCT)= -19.560, 0.000, 0.600/$
-10.000, 0.000, 4.100/-19.560,-10.000, 0.600

DATA/LINK(PTOO,TRCT)= -19.560, 0.000, 0.600/S
-10.000, 0.000, 4.100/-19.560,-10.000, 0.600

DATA/LINK(GRND,PEDS)= 30.500, 5.300, 14.200/S
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78.800, 9.200, 11.500/ 31.305, -4.668, 14.200
DATA/LINK(SHF2,PEDSi)= 30.500, 5.300, 14.200/$

78.800, 9.200, 11.500/ 31.305, -4.668, 14.200
DATA/LINK(GRND,GBOX)= 84.800, 9.300, 11.900/S

78.800, 9.200, 11.500/ 84.633, 19.299, 11.900
DATA/L1NK(SI—IF3,GB()X)= 84.800, 9.300, 11.900/S

78.800, 9.200, 11.500/ 84.633, 19.299, 11.900
DATA/LINK(PTOO,JNT1°)= -10.000, 0.000, 4.100/$
-10.000, -20.000, 4.100/ -34.938, -0.001, 104.100
DATA/LINK(S1~IF1,JNT1)= -10.000, 0.000, 4.100/S
-34.938, -0.001,104.100; 30.500, 5.300, 14.200
DATA/L1NK(SHF1,JNT2)= 30.500, 5.300, 14.200/$

5.562, 5.299,114.200/ 22.311‘,105.300, 12.159
DATA/LlNK(SHF2,JNT2)= 30.500, 5.300, 14.200/S

22.311,105.300, 12.159,/ 78.800, 9.200, 11.500
DATA/LlNK(SHF2,JNT3)= 78.800, 9.200, 11.500/$

73.401, 6.713, -88.679/ 87.823,-589.716, 25.883
DATA/LINK(SHF3,JNT3)= 78.800, 9.200, 11.500/S

87.823,-589.716, 25.883/ 84.800, 9.300, 11.900
DATA/POSI(TRCT) = 0,10,18
DATA/VELO(TRCT)= 104.723
print: ACCE(ALL)
print: POSI(TRCT)
STORE/POSl(TRCT)
STORE/ACCE(ALL)
STORE/VELO(ALL)
RETURN
SYST=P1—IASE 90.-90.- 0.DRIVEDN TRCT= 60.0 DEG.
ZERO(DATA) = .001
GROUND=GRND
REVO(GRND,PTOO)=TRCT
REVO(GRND,S11F2) = PEDS
REVO(GRND,SHF3) = GBOX
U.lOlNT(PTOO,SHF1)=JNT1
UJOlNT(SHF1,S1—IF2)=JNT2
UJOINT(SHF2,SHF3)=JNT3
DATA/LINK(GRND,TRCT)= -9.780, 16.939, 0.600/S

-5.000, 8.660, 4.100/-18.440, 11.939, 0.600
DATA/LINK(PTOO,TRCT)= -9.780, 16.939, 0.600/S

-5.000, 8.660, 4.100/-18.440, 11.939, 0.600
DATA/LINK(GRND,PEDS)= 30.500, 5.300, 14.200/S

78.800, 9.200, 11.500/ 31.305, -4.668, 14.200
DATA/LINK(SHF2,PEDS)= 30.500, 5.300, 14.200/S

78.800, 9.200, 11.500/ 31.305, -4.668, 14.200
DATA/LINK(GRND,GBOX)= 84.800, 9.300, 11.900/$

78.800, 9.200, 11.500/ 84.633, 19.299, 11.900
DATA/LINK(SHF3,GBOX)= 84.800, 9.300, 11.900/$

78.800, 9.200, 11.500/ 84.633, 19.299, 11.900
DATA/LINK(PTOO,JNT1)= -5.000, 8.660, 4.100/$

-5.000, -1.340, -19.555/ -26.493, -91.340, 46.375
DATA/LINK(SHF1,JNT1)= -5.000, 8.660, 4.100/$
-26.493, -91.340, 46.375/ 30.500, 5.300, 14.200
DATA/LINK(SHF1,JNT2)= 30.500, 5.300, 14.200/$

9.007, -94.700, 56.475/ 32.715, 47.098,114.200
DATA/LINK(SHF2,.lNT2)= 30.500, 5.300, 14.200/$
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32.715, 47.098,114.200/ 78.800, 9.200, 11.500
DATA/LINK(SHF2,JNT3)= 78.800, 9.200, 11.500/S

68.439, 108.844, -29.920/ 122.800,-235.178,-587.403
DATA/LINK(SHF3,.INT3)= 78.800, 9.200, 11.500/S
122.800,-235.178,-587.403/' 84.800, 9.300, 11.900

DATA/POSI(TRCT) = 0,10,18
DATA/VELO(TRCT)= 104.723
print: ACCE(ALL)
print: POSI(TRCT)
STORE/POSI(TRCT)
STORE/ACCE(ALL)
STORE/VELO(ALL)
RETURN
TITLE =DRIVEDN '
RETURN
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Appendix B. Fortran code for IMPTO

IMPTO is a FORTRAN program written by Ford New Holland as a pre·processor for IMP. The

purpose of the program is to free the engineer from cumbersome calculations required to analyze

several driveline geometries. The code determines data input required for an IMP file using cross

products to create right-handed coordinates for each joint. The file created by IMPTO has all the

data needed for direct input into IMP.
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C
CHARACTER*2 ICHG(15),SEONMB(2)

C
CHARACTER*12 IFILE
CHARACTER*80 BUFF.TITLE,ITITL
CHARACTER*20 BUF1

C DIMENSIONICHG(15).IC1·IB(15),ICHE(15),ITITL(11)
DIMENSION ICHB(15),ICHE(15)
DIMENSION USRANG(7),S'I’DANG(7),IBUFF(2)
DIMENSION X(10),Y(10).Z(10),PI—IAS(10),ANGOUT(10),RANG(10),DNX(10),
+ DNY(10),DNZ(10),XI(10),YI(10),ZI(10),DNIX(10),DNIY(10),DNIZ(10),
+ XO(10),YO( 10),ZO( 10).XX(2),A(2,4),IR(2),JC(2),IDCB( 144)
+,DNOX(10),DNOY(10),DNOZ(10),AISIS(10),AISOS(10),AOSOS(10)

100 FORMAT(’ PRE-PROCESSOR FOR IMP U-JOINT DRIVELINE ANALYSIS’,/,
+ ’ALL COORDINATES ARE RELATIVE TO THE HITCH POINT LOCATED’,/,
+

’ BETWEEN THE TRACTOR AND THE PEDISTAL JOINT’,/,
+

’ THE X-AXIS EXTENDS FROM THE HITCH POINT TOWARD THE GEAR BOX',/,
+

’ THE Z-AXIS EXTENDS FROM THE HITCH POINT UPWARD TOWARD THE
lST’,

+
’ PEDISTAL JOINT’.//)

101 FORMAT(’ ENTER COORDINATES OF TRACTOR PTO (STRAIGHT AHEAD)
’,/,

+' (X,Y,Z) _’)
102 FORMAT(’ ENTER GEARBOX CENTER COORDINATES (X,Y,Z) _’)

104 FORMAT(’ ENTER X,Y,Z COORDS FOR EACH JOINT CTR(ONE JT/LINE)’)
105 FORMAT(’ ENTER JOINT PHASING (BEGIN AT JT 2)’)

C
C ’LONG DIRECTION’ OF DRIVELINE TAKEN AS X·AXIS OF INPUT
C COORD SYSTEM
C
C PHASING CONVENTION= PICTURE DRIVELINE IN STRAIGHT LINE.
C LOOK ALONG DRIVELINE FROM INPUT TO OUTPUT ENDPHASE
C ANGLE(ENTER IN DEGREES) IS ANGLE INPUT TO JOINT LEADS
C INPUT TO JOINT 1.CW DIRECTION IS LEAD.PHASE ANGLE IS GE
C 0 AND LT 180. .
C
C
C

DATA IFILE/’IMPDATA.IMP’/
DATA STDANG/-90.,-60.,-30.,0.0,30.,60.,90./
DATA ICHG/’TR’,’GB’,’JI’,’J2’,’J3’,’J4’,’P2’,
+ ’P3’,’P4’,’SP’,’GD’,’TU’,’TS’,’OB’,’AN’/
DATA ICHB /1,},5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21,23,25,27,29/
DATA ICHE /2.4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20,22,24,26,28,30/
COMMON /LOGUNS/IWFILE

C
C CALL RMPAR(IPAR)
C LU= IPAR(10)
C LUW= IPAR(2)
C IF(LU.LT.1) LU=1

ITRMIN = 5 .
ITRMOT = 6
IWFILE = 1

C
C CALL LIBER(LU)
C OPEN OUTPUT FILE
C CALL OPEN(IDCB,IERR,FILE)
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OPEN (UNIT= IWFILE,FILE = IFILE,STATUS = ’NEW’,CARRIAGECONTROL =
’LIST’)

' C
C
C FIRST STATEMENT IS THE RUN STATEMENT
C

ISET = 0
WRITE(ITRMOT, 100)

107 WRITE(ITRMOT,106)
106 FORMAT(’ ENTER THE NUMBER OF JOINTS IN THIS ANALYSIS’)

READ(ITRMIN,*) JOINT
J = JOINT
KJONT=JOINT
IF (J.GT.4) GO TO 107

209 WRITE(1TRMOT,101)
C POINT ON INPUT SIDE OF DRIVELINE-TO ESTABLISH INPUT SHAFT
C DIRECTION

READ(ITRMIN,*)XIN,YIN,ZIN
WRITE(ITRMOT,102)

C POINT ON OUTPUT SIDE OF DRIVELINE-TO ESTABLISH OUTPUT SHAFT
C DIRECTION

READ(ITR1\/IIN,*)XOUT,YOUT,ZOUT
C NUMBER OF JOINTS IN DR1VELINE=J

WRITE(ITRMOT, 104)
C 3-D COORDS OF JOINT CENTERS

DO 200 I= 1,J
60 FORMAT(’ JOINT #’,I2,’ (X,Y,Z) _’)

WRITE(ITRMOT,60) I
READ(ITRMIN,*)X(I),Y(I),Z(I)

200 CONTINUE
WRITE(ITRMOT,105)

C
C JOINT PHASING(ENTERED IN DEGREES)BEGINN1NG AT JOINT 2
C

DO 201 I= 2,J
61 FORMAT(’ PHASE OF JOINT

#’,I2,’ (DEG.) _’)

WR1TE(ITRMOT,61) I
READ(1TRMIN,*) PHAS(I)

201 CONTINUE
C
C
C ALLOW THE USER TO SPECIFY STD RUN OF -90,-60,-30,0,30,60,90
C OR ENTER HIS OWN SPECIFIC ANGLES UP TO A MAX OF 8
C
C
62 FORMAT(’ DO YOU WANT THE STANDARD ANALYSIS (-90 -60 -30 0’,

+
’ 30 60 90)’)

WRITE(ITRMOT,62)
63 FORMAT(’ + IS A TURN TO THE RIGHT',/,’ - IS A TURN TO THE LEFT’)

WRITE(ITRMOT,63)
71 WRITE(ITRMOT,1013)

READ(ITRMIN,1014) IANS
IF(IANS.NE.’Y’.AND.IANS.NE.’N’) GO TO 71
IF(IANS.EO.'N’) GO TO 70
ISTD= 1
IOBV = 7
KOBV= IOBV
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GO TO 80
70 CONTINUE

C
C THE USER WILL ENTER HIS OWN ANGLES
C

WRITE(ITRMOT,72)
72 FORMAT(’ ENTER THE NIJMBER OF OBSERVATIONS (MAX= 7) _’)

READ(ITRMIN,*) IOBV
IF(IOBV.LE.0.0R.IOBV.GT.7) GO TO 70
WRITE(ITRMOT,63)
WRITE(ITRMOT,73) IOBV
KOBV= IOBV

73 FORMAT(’ ENTER ’,I1,’ OBS ANGLES : _’)

READ(ITRMIN,*) (_USRANG(I),I= 1,IOBV)
ßTD=0

C
C
64 FORMAT(1X/ENTER THE DESIRED GEOMETRY DESCRIPTION’)
80 WRITE(ITRMOT,64)

CALL SFILL(TITLE, 1,80,40) E
C REG = REIO(l,400 + LU,TITLE,13)

READ (ITRMIN/(A80)’)TITLE
65 FORMAT(1X/ENTER THE PTO SPEED IN RPM:__’)

WRITE(ITRMOT,65)
READ(ITRMIN,*) PTOSPD

66 FORMAT(1X/ENTER SEQUENCE # (3 CHAR) _’)

C
C DISPLAY AND CHANGE SECTION
C
2000 CONTINUE

WRITE(ITRMOT,2100)
2100 FORMAT(’ DISPLAY INPUT ‘?’)

2001 WRITE(ITRMOT,1013)
READ(ITRMIN,1014) IANS
IOBV= KOBV
IF(IANS.NE.’N’.AND.IANS.NE.’Y’) GO TO 2001
IF(IANS.EQ.’N’) GO TO 2500
WR1TE(ITRMOT,2101) XIN,YIN,ZIN,XOUT,YOUT,ZOUT,
+ ((X(I),Y(I),Z(I)),I = l,4),(PHAS(I),I = 2,4),PTOSPD,TITLE

2101 FORMAT(’ INPUT DATA DISPLAY’,//,’ TR= ’,2(F8.3’,’),F8.3/,
+

’ GB = ’,2(F8.3’,’),F8.3/,’ J1= ’,2(F8.3’,’),F8.3/,’ J2 = ’,2(F8.3’,’),
+ F8.3/,’ J3 = ’,2(F8.3’,’),F8.3/,’ J4= ’,2(F8.3’,’),F8.3/,’ PH2= ’,

+ F8.3/,’ PH3 = ’,F8.3/,’ PH4= ’,F8.3/,’ RPM = ’,F6.1/,’ T1TLE= ’,13A2)
IF(ISTD.EQ.1) GO TO 2002
WRITE(ITRMOT,2102) IOBV,(USRANG(I),I= 1,IOBV)

2102 FORMAT(’ TYPE= U (USER SPECIFIED)’,/,
+

’ OBV=
’,I1/,’ ANG = ’,F6.3,’,’,F6.3,’,’,F6.3,’,’,F6.3,’,’,

+ F6.3,’,’,F6.3,’,’,F6.3//,F6.3)
GO TO 2500 _

2002 CONTINUE
WRITE(ITRMOT,2103)

2103 FORMAT(’ TYPE= S (STANDARD)’)
C
2500 CONTINUE

C
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C ALLOW FOR CHANGES
C

WRITE(ITRMOT,2104')
2011 WRITE(ITRMOT, 1013)
2104 FORMAT(’ CHANGE INPUT DATA ?’)

READ(ITRMIN,1014) IANS
IF(IANS.NE.’N’.AND.IANS.NE.’Y’) GO TO 2011
IF(IANS.EQ.’N’) GO TO 2900
GO TO 2502

2510 CONTINUE
C
C HELP WITH CIIANGE TEXT DISPLAY
C

WRITE(ITRMOT,2106) °
2106 FORMAT(’ ITEM CHANGE FORMAT’,//,

+
’ TRACTOR TR.X,Y.Z’,/,

+
’ GEAR BOX GB,X,Y,Z’,/,

+
’ JOINT 1 J1,X,Y.Z’,/,+’ JOINT 2 „ .I2,X,Y,Z’,/,

+
’ JOINT 3 J3,X,Y,Z’,/„

+
’ JOINT 4 J4,X,Y,Z’,/„

+
’ PHASE 2 P2,ANG’,/,

+
’ PHASE 3 P3,ANG',/,

+
’ PHASE 4 P4,ANG’,/,+’ PTO SPEED SP,SPEED’,/,

+
’ GEOMETRY DESCRIP. GD,26 CHARACTER TITLE’,/,

+
’ ANALYSIS TYPE TU (USER ANGLES)',/,

+
’ OR TS (STANDARD)’,/,

+
’ OBVS OB,N (MAX N= 8)’,/,

+
’ ANGLES AN,A1,A2, . . . A7',//)

2502 WRITE(1TRMOT,2105)
2105 FORMAT(’ENTER CHANGE OR HELP ( NO TO TERMINATE )’)

CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
C CALL REIO(1,LU + 400,BUFF,40)

READ(ITRMIN,’(A80)’)BUFF
C IF(BUFF(1).EQ.2HHE.AND.BUFF(2).EQ.2HLP) GO TO 2510
C IF(BUFF(1).EQ.2HNO) GO TO 2000

IF(BUFF(1:4).EQ.’HELP’) GO TO 2510
IF(BUFF(1:2).EO.’NO’) GO TO 2000

C
C WHICH ONE DID HE ENTER?
C
C DO 2520I=1,15
C LEN = ICHE(I)-ICHB(I) + 1
C IERR= 0
C IF(JSCOM(BUFF,1,LEN,ICHG,ICI—IB(I),IERR)) 2520,2515,2520
C 2515 ICH=I
C GO TO 2521
C 2520 CONTINUE

I = 1
2520 IF (ICHG(I).EO.BUFF(1:2)) THEN

ICH = I
GO TO 2521

ELSE
1 = 1 + 1
IF (I.LE.15) GO TO 2520
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ENDIFC
C DO NOT UNDERSTAND TELL USER
C

WRITEUTRMOT,2107) _
2107 FOR1\/IAT(’ IMPROPER ENTRY - - IGNORED ’)

GO TO 2502
C
C GO TO CORRECT CHANGE
C
2521 CONTINUE

C CALLSFILL(BL*FF,l,LEN,40)
GO TO (2531,2532,2533,2534,2535,2600,2536,2537,2601,2538,
+ 2539,2540,2541,2542,2543),1CH

2531 CONTINUE
C
C CHANGE TRACTOR
C

CALL CODE
READ(BUFF,*) IBUFF(1),XIN,YIN,ZIN
GO TO 2502

2532 CONTINUE
C
C CHANGE GEAR BOX
C

CALL CODE
READ(BUFF,*) IBUFF(1),XOUT,YOUT,ZOUT
GO TO 2502

2533 CONTINUE
C
C CHANGE JOINT 1
C

CALL CODE
READ(BUFF,*) IBUFF(1),X(1),Y(1),Z(1)
GO TO 2502

2534 CONTINUE
C
C CHANGE JOINT 2
C

CALL CODE
READ(BUFF,*) IBUFF(l),X(2),Y(2),Z(2)
GO TO 2502

2535 CONTINUE
IF (J.LT.3) GO TO 920

C
C CHANGE JOINT3
C

CALL CODE
READ(BUFF,*) IBUFF(1),X(3),Y(3),Z(3)
GO TO 2502

2600 CONTINUE
C
C CHANGE JOINT 4

IF (J.LT.4) GO TO 920
C

CALL CODE
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READ(BUFF,*) IBUFF(1),X(4),Y(4),Z(4)
GO TO 2502

2536 CONTINUE
C
C CHANGE PHASE 2
C

CALL CODE
READ(BUFF,*) IBUFF(1),PHAS(2)
GO TO 2502

2537 CONTINUE
IF (J.LT.3) GO TO 920

C
C CHANGE PHASE 3
C

CALL CODE
READ(BUFF,*) IBUFF(1),PI1AS(3)
GO TO 2502

2601 CONTINUE
C
C CHANGE PHASE 4

IF (J.LT.4) GO TO 920
C

CALL CODE
READ(BUFF,*) IBUFF(1),PHAS(4)
GO TO 2502

2538 CONTINUE
C
C CHANGE PTO SPEED
C

CALL CODE
READ(BUFF,*) 1BUFF(1),PTOSPD
GO TO 2502

2539 CONTINUE
C
C CHANGE TITLE
C
C LEN= LEN+ 1
C LEND= LEN + 26
C CALL SMOVE(BUFF,LEN,LEND,T1TLE,1)

TITLE = BUFF
GO TO 2502

2540 CONTINUE
C
C USER DEFINED ANGLES
C

IF(ISTD.EQ.1) WRITE(ITRMOT,2l09)
2109 FORMAT(’ BE SURE TO SET UP YOUR ANGLES’)

ßTD=0
IOBV = 0
GO TO 2502 .

2541 CONTINUE
C
C CHANGE TO STANDARD OBSERVATION ANGLES
C

ISTD= 1
IOBV= 7
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_ KOBV= IOBV
GO TO 2502

2542 CONTINUE
C
C CHANGE NUMBER OF USER OBSERVATIONS
C

IF(ISTD.EQ.1) \VRITE(ITRMOT,2110)
2110 FORMAT(’ CHANGE TYPE FIRST 1 !’,/,’ ENTRY IGNORED’)

IF(ISTD.EQ.1) GO TO 2502
CALL CODE
READ(BUFF,*) 1BUFF(1),IOBV

2544 IF(IOBV.GT.0.AND.IOBV.LE.8) GO TO 2502
WRITE(ITRMOT,2111)

2111 FORMAT(’ OBSERVATION MUST BE POSITIVE 7 OR LESS ’)

IOBV = 0
KOBV=1OBV
WRITE(ITRMOT,72)
READ(ITRMIN,*) IOBV
KOBV = IOBV

1 GO TO 2544
2543 CONTINUE
C
C USER OBSERVATION ANGLES
C

IF(ISTD.EQ.1) GO TO 2542
IF(IOBV.EQ.0) GO TO 2900
CALL CODE
READ(BUFF,*) 1BUFF(2),(USRANG(I),I= 1,IOBV)
GO TO 2502

920 WRITE(ITR1\/IOT,9200)
9200 FORMAT(’ INVALID CHANGE OPTION ’)

GO TO 2510

2900 CONTINUE
IF(IOBV.GT.0) GO TO 2910
WRITE(ITRMOT,2905)

2905 FORMAT(’ NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS NOT SET ! !’)

GO TO 2502
2910 CONTINUE

IWANT = 0
IF (JOINTLT.3) GO TO 123
WRITE(ITRl\/IOT,600)

600 FORMAT(’ ENTER A ZERO (0) TO STORE ONLY THE GEARBOX ACCELERAT1ON’,/,
+

’ ENTER A ONE (1) TO STORE THE ACCELERATION FOR THE GEARBOX
AND’,/,

+’ PEDISTAL(S)’)
READ(ITRMIN,*) IWANT

123 CALL SFILL(SEQNMB,1,4,40)
WRITE(ITRMOT,66)

C CALL REIO(1,LU + 400,SEON1\/IB,2)
READ(ITRMIN,’(2A2)’)(SEQNMB(1),I= 1,2)

C
C STORE TRACTOR AND JOINT ONE COORDINATES FOR NEXT RUN
C

XINHO = XIN
YINHO = YIN
ZINHO = ZIN
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XJ1HLD= X(1)
YJ1HLD= Y(l)
ZJ1HLD=Z(1)

C
C FORMATS TO CREATE THE DESIRED IMP ANALYSIS
C

CALL SFILL(ITITL,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(ITITL,89)PHAS(2),PHAS(3),PHAS(4)

89 FORMAT(’PHASE ’,F4.0,’·’,F4.0/-’,F4.0,’ ’)
C
1 FORMAT(’SYST = ’,A22,A26,’ TRCT = ’,F5.1,’ DEG.’)
432 PORMAT(’ZERO(DATA) = .001’)
2 FORMAT(’GROUND= GRND’)
3 FORMAT(’REVO(GRND,PTOO) = TRCT’)
4 FORMAT(’REVO(GRND,SHF2)= PEDS’)
5 FORMAT(’REVO(GRND,SHF3) = PED2’)
90 FORMAT(’REVO(GRND,SHF4) = GBOX’)
54 FORMAT(’REVO(GRND,SHF3) = GBOX’)
87 FORMAT(’REVO(GRND,SHF2) = GBOX’)
6 FORMAT(’UJOINT(PTOO,SHF1)=JNT1’)
7 FORMAT(’UJOINT(SHF1,SHF2)=JNT2’)
8 FORMAT(’UJOINT(SHF2,SHF3) = JNT3’)
91 FORMAT(’UJOINT(SHF3,SHF4) =JNT4’)
9 FORMAT(’DATA/LINK(GRND,TRCT) = ’,2(F8.3,’,’),F8.3,’/S')
10 FORMAT(’DATA/LINK(PTOO,TRCT) = ’,2(F8.3,’,’),F8.3,’/S')
69 FORMAT(2(F8.3/,’),F8.3//’,2(F8.3//),F8.3)
11 FORMAT(’DATA/LINK(GRND,PEDS) = ’,2(F8.3,’,’),F8.3,’/S')
12 FORMAT(’DATA/LINK(SHF2,PEDS) = ’,2(F8.3,’,’),F8.3//S')
13 FORMAT(’DATA/LINK(GRND,PED2) = ’,2(F8.3,’,’),F8.3//S')
14 FORMAT(’DATA/LINK(SHF3,PED2) = ’,2(F8.3,’,’),F8.3,’/$’)
92 FORMAT(’DATA/LINK(GRND,GBOX) = ’,2(F8.3,’,’),F8.3,’/$’)
93 FORMAT(’DATA/LINK(SHF4,GBOX) = ’,2(F8.3,’,’),F8.3//S')
57 FORMAT(’DATA/LINK(SHF3,GBOX) = ’,2(F8.3,’,’),F8.3,’/S')
88 FORMAT(’DATA/LINK(SHF2,GBOX) = ’,2(F8.3,’,’),F8.3,’/S')
15 FORMAT(’DATA/LINK(PTOO,JNT1)= ’,2(F8.3,’,’),F8.3,’/S')
16 FORMAT(’DATA/L1NK(SHF1,JNT1) = ’,2(F8.3,’,’),F8.3,’/$’)
17 FORMAT(’DATA/LINK(SHF1,JNT2) = ’,2(F8.3,’,’),F8.3,’/SS')
18 FORMAT(’DATA/LINK(SHF2,JNT2) = ’,2(F8.3,’,’),F8.3,'/$’)
19 FORMAT(’DATA/LINK(SHF2,JNT3) = ’,2(F8.3,’,’),F8.3,’/$’)
20 FORMAT(’DATA/LINK(SHF3,JNT3) = ’,2(F8.3,’,’),F8.3,’/S')
94 FORMAT(’DATA/L1NK(SHF3,JNT4) = ’,2(F8.3,’,’),F8.3,’/$’)
95 FORMAT(’DATA/LINK(SHF4,JNT4) = ’,2(F8.3,’,’),F8.3,’/$’)
21 FORMAT(’DATA/POSI(TRCT) = 0,l0,18’)
22 FORMAT(’DATA/VELO(TRCT) = ’,F8.3)
23 FORMAT(’STORE/POSI(TRCT)’)
24 FORMAT(’STORE/ACCE(ALL)’)
222 FORMAT(’RETURN’)
6020 FORMAT(’STORE/ACCE(ALL)’)
6021 FORMAT(’STORE/ACCE(ALL)’)„
6022 FORMAT(’STORE/VELO(ALL)')
25 FORMAT(’EXECUTE’)
26 FORMAT(’N’)
27 FORMAT(’F1NISH’)
28 FORMAT(’@COPY,I 18.,IMP*PLOT.’,A2,Al,’-’,I1)
29 FORMAT(’@FREE 18.’)
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30 FORMAT(’@XQT ENGR*ENGPRG2.IMP75')
223 FORMAT('PRINT: ON')
31 FORMAT(’pri11t: ACCE(ALL1’)
32 FORMAT(’print: POSI(TRCT)’)
224 FORMAT(’PR1NT;OFF’)
34 FORMAT('@FREE IMP*PLOT. . ’)
36 FORMAT('@ASG,AX IMP*PLOT. . ')
38 FORMAT('@ERS I'PF$. . ’)
39 FORMAT('@BRKPT PRINTS/'1'PF$ . ')
40 FORMAT(’@BRKPT PRINTSS . ')
41 FORMAT('@ELT,I IMP*PLOT.',A2,A1)
42 FORMAT('@PRT,S IMP*PLOT.',A2,A1)
43 FORMAT('@RUN,/TPC IMPST,02642T,IMP,0020/,750 . ')
44 FORMAT('@F1N . ’) '
45 FORMAT(' IMP*PLOT DATA FILES FOR SEO# : ',A2,AI,' ARE z')
46 FORMAT(' IMP*PLOT.’,A2,A1,’·',I1)
47 FORMAT('@PRT,TL IMP*PLOT. . ’)
48 FORMAT(' END OF IMPTO’,///,’ THE FILE: IMPDTA MUST BE',

+ ' SENT TO THE UNIVAC FOR PROCESSING',//PLEASE NOTE',//,
+

’ THE UNIVAC CONSOLE OPERATOR MUST BE INFORMED AND AGREE’,/,
· + ' TO THIS JOB. HE WILL NEED TO KNOW:',/,

+
’ ESTIMATED RUN TIME: 20 MIN.',/,’ MAX PAGES: 750’,//,

+ ' PLEASE INFORM THE DESIGN ANALYSIS PERSONNEL PRIOR TO',/,
+ ' SUBMITTING THIS JOB.',//)

50 FORMAT(’TITLE = ',A26)
51 FORMATCRETURN')
52 FORMAT(’JOINT 1: X,Y,Z = ’,F8.3,’ ,’,F8.3,’ ,’,F8.3)
53 FORMAT(’JOINT',I2,': X,Y,Z = ’,F8.3,’ ,',F8.3,' ,’,F8.3)
55 FORMAT(’GEAR BX: X,Y,Z = ',F8.3,’ ,',F8.3,' ,’,F8.3)
56 FORMAT(’PHASE’,12,’: ’,F8.3,’ DEGREES’)
58 FOR1\/IAT(’R.P.M. : ’,F8.3)
59 FORMAT(’@ASG,A ENGR*ENGPRG2. .')
C
C
C DETERMINE ANGULAR RELATIONSHIP OF INPUT SIDE OF JOINT
C TO OUTPUT SIDE OF PREVIOUS JOINT
C
C
C DL1= DISTANCE FROM PIVOT TO JOINT 1 IN XY PLANE
C DLT= DISTANCE FROM PIVOT TO TRACTOR IN XY PLANE
C
C

DL1=SQRT(X(1)**2+ Y(1)**2)
DLT = SQRT(XIN"‘*2+ YIN**2)

C ADDED THESE LINES
C

ANDL1 = ATAN(Y(1)/X(l))
ANDLT = ATAN(YIN/XIN)

C
C Z VALUES DO NOT CHANGE
C

PI= 3.14159
IOBV= KOBV
J =JOINT
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ANGTCT = (FLOAT(IANG)*PI/180.)/FLOAT(IOBV)
TLEG = SQRT(DLT*DLT + 100.)
ZINP = ZIN
DX = X(2)-X(3)
DY= Y(2)-Y(3)
ANG = ATAN4(DY„DX) °
ALEN = SORT(DX*DX + DY*DY)
ALEN1= SORT(ALEN*ALEN + 100.)
ANG = ANG + ATAN(10./ALIEN)
X2P = X(3) + ALEN1*COS(ANG)
Y2P = Y(3) + ALEN1*SIN(ANG)
Z2P = Z(2)
IF (.IOINT.EQ.3) GO TO 141
DX = X(3)-X(4)
DY = Y(3)-Y(4)
ANG= ATAN4(DY,DX)
ALEN = SQRT(DX*DX + DY*DY)
ALEN1= SORT(ALEN*ALEN + 100.)
ANG = ANG + ATAN(10./ALEN)
X3P = X(4) + ALEN1*COS(ANG)
Y3P = Y(4) + ALEN1 *S1N(ANG)
Z3P = Z(3)
DX = XOUT-X(4)
DY = YOUT-Y(4)
ANG= ATAN4(DY,DX)
ALEN = SORT(DX*DX + DY*DY)
ALEN1= SORT(ALEN*ALEN + 100.)
ANG = ANG + ATAN(10./ALEN)
YOUTP = Y(4) + ALEN1*SIN(ANG)
XOUTP = X(4) + ALEN1*COS(ANG)
ZOUTP = ZOUT
GO TO 140

141 DX = XOUT-X(3)
DY= YOUT-Y(3)
ANG = ATAN4(DY,DX)
ALEN = SORT(DX*DX + DY*DY)
ALEN1= SORT(ALEN*ALEN + 100.)
ANG = ANG + ATAN(10./ALEN)
YOUTP = Y(3) + ALEN1*SIN(ANG)
XOUTP = X(3) + ALEN1*COS(ANG)
ZOUTP = ZOUT

C
C
C ENTER LOOP TO WRITE THE FILE
C
C
C FIRST ASSIGNINPPLOT.C

140 1F(ISET.GT.0) GO TO 199
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)

C WRITE(BUFF,59)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
ISET = 1

199 CONTINUE
DO 1000 IMP =I 1,1OBV

C
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C DBFINB TRACTOR ANGLE
C

ATRCT = PI—STDANG(IMP)*PI/ 180.
IF(ISTD.B0.0) ATRCT = PI-USRANG(IMP)*PI/180.

C
C RBDBFINB JOINT 1 AND TRACTOR POINT
C

X(1)= DLI*COS(ATRCT‘)
Y(l) = DL1*SIN(A'I‘RCT)
XIN = DLT"'COS(A"I‘RCT)
YIN= DLT*SIN(ATRCT)

C
C DBFINB A POINT PERPENDICULAR TO TRACTOR
C

AINP = ATAN(10./DLT)+ ATRCT
XINP= TLEG*COS(AINP)
YINP= TLEG*SIN(AIN P)

C
DBX = XIN-X(1)
DBY = YIN-Y(l)
DXDY2 = (DEX**2+ DBY**2)**.5
ANNU = ASIN(DBX/DXDY2)
PDEX = l0.*SIN(PI—ANNU)
PDBY = l0.*COS(PI-ANNU)
PNUX = XIN+ PDBX
PNUY = YIN+ PDBY
PLBGN = (PNUX**2 + PNUY**2)**.5

C RBDBFINB PBRP. POINT FOR REV. 1
THBT1 = ATAN(PNUY/PNUX)

c XINP = PLEGN*COS(THET1+ATRCT)
c YINP = PLBGN*SIN(THET1+ATRCT)
C

ANGOUT(1) = 90.
DO 202 I= 2,J
ANGOUT(I) = PHAS(I) + 90.
RANG(I) = (PHAS(I)·ANGOUT(I-1))*.0l745329252

202 CONTINUB
C CALCULATB DIR NUMS FOR BACH SBCTION OF DRIVELINE

DNX(1)= X(1)-XIN
DNY(1)= Y(1)-YIN
DNZ(1) = Z(I)-ZIN
DO 203 I= 2,]
DNX(I) = X(I)-X(I·1)
DNY(I) = Y(I)—Y(I-I)
DNZ(I)=Z(I)-Z(I—1)

203 CONTINUB
DNX(J + 1) = XOUT-X(J)
DNY(J + 1) = YOUT-Y(J)
DNZ(J + 1) = ZOUT-Z(J)

C CALCULATB COORDS OF POINT ON INPUT LEG OF JOINT 1 CROSS .
IF(Z(1).BQ.ZIN)GO TO 204
XI(l) = X(l)
DY= 40.

205 DY= DY/2.
YI(1)= Y(l)-DY
ZI(1)=((X(1)-XI(1))*DNX(l)+(Y(I)-YI(I))*DNY(1))/DNZ(I)+Z(I)
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I

IF(ABS(ZI(1)).GT.40.)GO TO 205’ GO TO 206
204 XI(1)=X(1)

YI(l)= Y(1)
ZI(1)=Z(1)+ 6.

C CALCULATE DIR NUMS FOR INPUT LEG OF JOINT 1 CROSS
206 DNIX(1) = XI(1)-X(1)

DNIY(1) = YI(I)-Y(1)
DNIZ(1) = ZI(1)-Z(1)
DO 207 N= 1,.1

C CALCULATE 3-D COORDS OF POINT ON OUTPUT LEG OF JOINT
C CROSS USING VECTOR CROSS PRODUCT OF JOINT INPUT LEG
C VECTOR AND OUTPUT SECTION VECTOR.

210 XO(N)= X(N) + DNIY(N)*DNZ(N +1)-DNIZ(N)"'DNY(N +1)
YO(N) = Y(N) + DN1Z(N)*DNX(N +1)-DNIX(N)*DNZ(N +1)
ZO(N) =Z(N) + DNIX(N)*DNY(N+ I)—DNIY(N)*DNX(N +1)

C MAINTAIN ’SMALL’ POINT COORDS
IF(ABS(XO(N)).LT.800..AND.ABS(YO(N)).LT.800..AND
+ .ABS(ZO(N)).LT.800.)GO TO 219
CALL REDUC(X(N),Y(N),Z(N),XO(N),YO(N),ZO(N))

C IF LAST JOINT GO TO PERPENDICULARITY CHECKS AND PRINTOUT
219 IF(N.EO.J)GO TO 214

C CALCUALTE DIR NUMS FOR OUTPUT LEG OF JOINT CROSS
BBI = XO(N)—X(N)
BB2= YO(N)-Y(N)
BB3= ZO(N)-Z(N)

C DETERMINE ONE OF ROTATED COORD SYSTEM AXES AS VECTOR CROSS
C PRODUCT OF OUTPUT LEG OF CROSS AND NEXT SECTION

CC1= DNY(N+1)*BB3-DNZ(N +1)*BB2
CC2= DNZ(N+1)*BBI-DNX(N+1)*BB3
CC3= DNX(N+1)*BB2·DNY(N +1)*BBI

C DETERMINE DIR COSS FOR EACH AXIS OF ROTATED COORD SYSTEM
CALL DCOSN(DNX(N+ 1),DNY(N + 1),DNZ(N+ 1),ALAN2,AMU2,ETA2)
CALL DCOSN(BB1,BB2,BB3,ALAN3,AMU3,ETA3)
CALL DCOSN(CC1,CC2,CC3,ALAN1,AMU1,ETA1)

C CONSIDER LINE AT NEXT JOINT PARALLEL TO OUTPUT LEG OF
C CROSS OF PRESENT JOINT. CONSIDER A POINT ON THIS LINE WHICH
C IS POSITIONED AS PREVIOUSLY CALCULATED POINT ON ORIGINAL
C LINE. CALCUALTE COORDS OF THIS POINT RELATIVE TO A COORD
C SYSTEM TRANSLATED TO JOINT CENTER.

XXX = XO(N) + DNX(N +1)-X(N +1)
YYY = YO(N) + DNY(N + 1)-Y(N +1)
ZZZ= ZO(N) + DNZ(N +1)-Z(N +1)

C CALCULATE COORDS OF ABOVE POINT RELATIVE TO A COORD SYSTEM
C ROTATED TO CORRESPOND TO OUTPUT SIDE VECTORS CALCUALTED FOR
C PREVIOUS JOINT.

XI(N +1)= XXX*ALAN1+ YYY*AMU1+ ZZZ"‘ETA1
YI(N + 1) = YYY*AMU2 + ALAN2*XXX + ETA2*ZZZ
ZI(N + 1) = ZZZ*ETA3 + AMU3*YYY + ALAN3*XXX

C CALCULATE COORDS(IN TRANSLATED + ROTATED SYSTEM)OF POINT ON
C INPUT LEG OF NEXT JOINT CROSS. POINT IS BASED ON GIVEN
C JOINT PHASING.

XI(N+ I)=ZI(N+ 1)*SIN(RANG(N+ 1))
ZI(N +1)= ZI(N +1)*COS(RANG(N +1))

C CALCULATE COORDS OF ABOVE POINT IN ORIGINAL COORD SYSTEM
XXX = XI(N + 1)
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YYY = YI(N + 1)
XI(N +1)= XI(N -1-1)*ALAN1+ YI(N +1)*ALAN2 + ZI(N +1)*ALAN3 -1- X(N +1)
YI(N +1)= XXX*AML'1+ YI(N +1)*AMU2+ ZI(N +1)*AMU3 + Y(N +1)
ZI(N +1)= XXX*ETA1+ YYY*ETA2 + ZI(N +1)*ETA3 + Z(N +1)

C MAINTAIN ’SMALL’ COORDS
IF(ABS(XI(N + 1)).LT.800..AND.ABS(YI(N + 1)).LT.800..AND.
+ ABS(ZI(N-1-1)).LT.800.)GO TO 218
CALL REDUC(X(N +1),Y(N+1),Z(N +1),XI(N+1),YI(N + 1),ZI(N+ 1))

C CALCULATE DIR NIJMS FOR INPUTILEG OF NEXT JOINT CROSS
218 DNIX(N+1)= XI(_N +1)-X(N +1)

DNIY(N +1)= YI(N +1)—Y(N -1- 1)
DNIZ(N +1)= ZI(N +1)-Z(N +1)

207CONTINUEC

C OUTPUT GIVEN DATA AND COORDS OF POINTS CALCULATED
C
214 CONTINUE

IOBV= KOBV
J =JOINT
ANGTRC= STDANG(IMP)
IF(ISTD.EQ.0) ANGTRC = USRANG(IMP)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,l,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,1)ITITL,TITLE,ANGTRC5 CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,432)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,2)
CALL WRITF(1DCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,3)

C CALLWRITR(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
IF (JOINT.EO.2) GO TO 124
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,4)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
IF (JOINTEQ.3) GO TO 125
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,90)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE .
\VRITE(BUFF,5)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
GO TO 126

124 CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,87)
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CALL WR1TF(IDCB,1ERR,BUFF,40)
GO TO 126

125 CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WR1TE(BUFF,5—4)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,1ERR,BUFF,40)

126 CALL SFILL(BL'FF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WR1TE(BUFF,6)
CALL WRITF(IDCB.IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,7)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40) ‘
IF (JOINTLT.3) GO TO 127
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,8)
CALL WR1TF(IDCB,IERR.BUFF,40)
IF (JOINT.LT.4) GO TO 127
CALL SFILL(BIJFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,91)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)

127 CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,9) XIN,YIN,Z1N
CALL WR1TF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WR1TE(BUFF,69) X(1),Y(1),Z(1),XINP,YINP,Z1NP
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WR1TE(BUFF,l0) X1N,YIN,ZIN
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,69) X(1),Y(l),Z(1),XINP,Y1NP,ZINP
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
IF (JOINTLT.3) GO TO 151
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,11) X(2),Y(2),Z(2)
CALL WRITF(1DCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,69) X(3),Y(3),Z(3),X2P,Y2P,Z2P
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SF1LL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,12) X(2),Y(2),Z(2)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,69) X(3),Y(3),Z(3),X2P,Y2P,Z2P
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CALL WRITF(1DCB,IERR,4BUFF,40)
IF (J.LT.4) GO TO 151
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,13) X(3),Y(3),Z(3) _
CALL WRITF(1DCB,IERR.B1JFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,69) X(<-1),Y(4),Z(4),X3P,Y3P,Z3P
CALL WRITF(IDCB,1ERR,BUI*F,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WR1TE(BL}FF,14) X(3),Y(3),Z(3)
CALL WRITF(1DCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,69) X(_4),Y(4),Z(4),X3P,Y3P,Z3P
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)

151 CALL SFILL(B1jFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,92) XOUT,YOUT,ZOUT
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BLJFF,69) X(J),Y(J),Z(J),XOUTP,YOUTP,ZOUTP
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
IF (JOINT.EQ.4) THEN

CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,93) XOUT,YOUT,ZOUT
CALL WR1TF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
GO TO 128
ENDIF

IF (JOINTEQ.3) THEN
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,57) XOUT,YOUT,ZOUT
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
GO TO 128
ENDIF

CALL CODE
WR1TE(BUFF,88) XOUT,YOUT,ZOUT
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)

128 CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,69) X(J),Y(J),Z(J),XOUTP,YOUTP,ZOUTP
CALL WRITF(IDCB,1ERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,15) X(1),Y(1),Z(1)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,1ERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,69) XI(1),YI(1),ZI(1),XO(1),YO(1),ZO(l)
CALL WRITF(1DCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SF1LL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE 1
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WRITE(BUFF,16) X(1),Y(1),Z(1)
CALL WRITF(1DCB,1ERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,69) XO(1).YO(1),ZO(1),X(2),Y(2),Z(2)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IE.RR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80.40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFP,17) X(2),Y(2),Z(2)
CALL WRITF(1DCB,1ERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,69) XI(2),Y1(2),ZI(2),XO(2),YO(2),ZO(2)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,B(]FF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,l8) X(2),Y(2),Z(2)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,1ERILBUFF,40)
IF (JOINTLT.3) GO TO 152
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,69) XO(2),YO(2),ZO(2),X(3),Y(3),Z(3)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WR1TE(BUFF,19) X(3),Y(3),Z(3)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,69) XI(3),YI(3),ZI(3),XO(3),YO(3),ZO(3)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BLJFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BljFF,20) X(3),Y(3),Z(3)
CALL WR1TF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
IF (JOINTLT.4) GO TO 152
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,69) XO(3),YO(3),ZO(3),X(4),Y(4),Z(4)
CALL WR1TF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,94) X(4),Y(4),Z(4)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WR1TE(BUFF,69) XI(4),YI(4),ZI(4),XO(4),YO(4),ZO(4)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40) _
CALL CODE .
\VR1TE(BUFF,95) X(4),Y(4),Z(4)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,1ERR,BUFF,40)

152 CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,69) XO(J),YO(J),ZO(J),XOUT,YOUT,ZOUT
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
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_ I
CALL SFILL(BUFF,l,80,40)’ CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,21I
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
PTSPED= PTOSPD*2.*3.14169/60.
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,22) PTSPED
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BL'FF.40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)

CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,31)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,32)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,l,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,23)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
IF (IWANTNE.0) GO TO 602
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,24)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,222)
CALL WRITF(lDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
GO TO 603

602 IF (JOINTEQ.4) THEN
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,6020)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,222)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
GO TO 603

ENDIF
IF (JOINTEQ.3) THEN

CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,6021)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)

ENDIF
603 CALL SFILL(BUFF,l,80,40)

CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,6022)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,222)
CALL WRITF(lDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)

C CALL CODE
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. I
I

C WRITE(BUFF,25)
C CALLWRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
1000 CONTINUE
C
C NOW WRITE DATA FILE NAMES INTO FILE
C
19911 CONTINUE
C
C ADD THE INPUT DATA TO THE PRINT FILE
C

CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,50) TITLE '
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)
CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
CALL CODE
WRITE(BUFF,51)
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IERR,BUFF,40)

C
C NOW BREAK POINT BACK TO USER AND PRINT FILE INFO
C

CALL SFILL(BUFF,1,80,40)
WRITE(ITRMOT,1011)

1011 FORMAT(’ DO YOU HAVE ANOTHER PROBLEM ? ’)

1012 WR1TE(ITRMOT,1013)
1013 FORMAT(’ (Y/N)’)
1014 FORMAT(A1)

READ(ITRMIN,1014) IANS
IF(IANS.NE.’Y’.AND.IANS.NE/N') GO TO 1012
IF(IANS.EQ.’N’) GO TO 1010
WR1TE(ITRMOT, 1020)

1020 FORMAT(’ IS IT A MODIFICATION OF THE LAST PROBLEM ?’)

1021 WR1TE(ITRMOT,1013)
READ(ITRMIN,1014) IANS
IF(IANS.NE.’N’.AND.IANS.NE.’Y’) GO TO 1021
IF(IANS.EO/N') GO TO 209

C
C RESTORE TRACTOR AND JOINT ONE
C

XIN = XINHO
YIN= YINHO
ZIN =ZINHO
X(l)= XJIHLD
Y(1) = YJIHLD
Z(1) =Z.I1HLD

C
C

GO TO 2000 ‘

C
1010 CALL SF11_L(BUFF,1,80,40)

CLOSE (U1\1I'=IWFILE)
WRITEUTRMOT,48)
END
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SUBROUTINE DCOSN(A,B,C,ALAN,AMU,ETA)
C REFERENCE= ’CALCULUS W/ANALYTICAL GEOM.’-PURCELL (LUIK HAS)
C DENOMINATOR FOR DIR COSS

ABC=(A**2+ B**2+ C**2)**.5
C DETERMINE SIGN OF DIR COSS AS PER ABOVE REFERENCE

SIGN= I.
IF(C.EQ.0.)GO TO I
IF(C.LT.0.)SIGN = -1.
GO TO 3

1 IF(B.EQ.0.)GO TO 2
IF(B.LT.0.)SIGN= -1.
GO TO 3

2 IF(A.LT.0.)SIGN = -1.
. C CALCULATE DIR COSS ‘

3 ALAN= (A/ABC)*SIGN
AMU = (B/ABC)*SIGN
ETA = (C/ABC)*SIGN

C DETERMINE PROPER SIGN FOR DIR COSS BASED ON POSITIVE
C DIRECTION OF LINE

IF(A.LT.0..AND.C.LT.0.)ALAN = -1.*ALAN
IF(A.LT.0..AND.C.E0.0..AND.B.LE.0.)ALAN = -1.*ALAN
IF(A.GT.0..AND.C.LT.0.)ALAN = -1."'ALAN
IF(A.GT.0..AND.C.E0.0..AND.B.LT.0.)ALAN = -1."'ALAN
IF(B.LT.0..AND.C.LE.0.)ANIU = -1.*AMU
IF(B.GT.O..AND.C.LT.0.)AMU= -1.*AMU

-1.*ETA
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE REDUC(A,B,C,X,Y,Z)

C SUBROUTINE USED TO MAINTAIN ’SMALL’ POINT COORDS
C TRANSLATE AXES TO JOINT CENTER

X= X-A
Y= Y-B
Z= Z·C
AA= 0.
BB = 0.
CC = 0.

C DETERMINE LARGEST (ABSOLUTE VALUE) COORD OF POINT
C CALCULATED IN MAIN PROGRAM

BIG=ABS(X)
IF(ABS(Y).GT.BIG)BIG=ABS(Y)
IF(ABS(Z).GT.BIG)BIG = ABS(Z)

C CALCULATE REDUCTION FACTOR SO THAT LARGEST OF THREE
C COORDS OF POINT WILL BE + -100

FACT=100./BIG
C INITIALIZE

DELTX= 0.
DELTY= 0.
DELTZ= 0.

C BASED ON ORIENTATION OF LINE DETERMINE WHICH COORD(S)
C MUST BE CHANGED AND SET FLAG ACCORDINGLY

IF(AA.EQ.X.AND.BB.EQ.Y)DELTZ= 1.
IF(AA.EQ.X.AND.CC.EO.Z)DELTY= I.
IF(BB.EO.Y.AND.CC.EQ.Z)DELTX= 1.
IF(DELTX.EQ.1..OR.DELTY.EQ.1..OR.DELTZ.EQ.1.)GO TO 4
IF(AA.EO.X)GO TO I
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IF(BB.EO.Y)GO TO 2
IF(CC.EQ.Z)GO TO 3 '
DELTX= 1.
DELTY= 1.
DELTZ= 1.
GO TO 4 '

1 DELTY= 1.
DELTZ= 1.
GO TO 4

2 DELTX= 1.
. DELTZ= 1.

GO TO 4
3 DELTX= 1.

DELTY= 1.
C APPLY REDUCTION FACTOR BASED ON FLAGS SET ABOVE

4 IF(DELTX.EO.1.)X = X*FACT
IF(DELTY.EQ.1.)Y = Y"'FACT
IF(DELTZ.EO.1.)Z= Z*FACT

C CALCULATE COORDS OF REDUCED POINT IN ORIGINAL COORD SYSTEM
X=X+A
Y=Y+B
Z=Z+C
RETURN
END

C+n-•-·•·+·«-H--n·•-+-•·+-•-n«--•·-¤··•--n+n+-•·-•-+++++«·«-++-•-«-»·«-«-+-•·+«--«+·•·+·«n+«--•--•«n·«·«-+C +
C FUNCTION ATAN4(Y,X) *
C RETURNS THE TRUE ANGLE WHOS TAN= Y/X *
C THE ANGLE IS IN RADIANS. *+
gew4-+1--•-·•-+·•--•·-•·-•--•-«+4-+«·+-«++++-1-•-+-n-+·•-+++-•-4-4-4-*+++-•--•--•-+·•--•-+«-++4-4-+•-+++4-•-•-+
C
C

FUNCTION ATAN4(Y,X)
I= 0
PI= 3.1415926536
IF(X.EQ.0..AND.Y.EQ.0.) I= 1
IF(X.GT.0..AND.Y.EQ.0.) I= 1
IF(X.EQ.0..AND.Y.GT.0.) I= 2
IF(X.LT.0..AND.Y.E0.0.) I= 3
IF(X.E0.0..AND.Y.LT.0.) I=4
IF(I.EQ.0) GO TO 10
I= I-1
ATAN4= FLOAT(I)*PI/2.
GO TO 20

10 ATAN4=ATAN(Y/X)
IF(X.LT.0.) ATAN4= ATAN4+ PI
IF(X.GT.0..AND.Y.LT.0) ATAN4= ATAN4+ 2.*PI

20 RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE SFILL (BUFF,LOWER,UPPER,DUMMY)
CHARACTER*(*) BUFF
INTEGER UPPER,LOWER,DUMMY
DO 10I = LOWER,UPPER

BUFF(I:I) = ' ’
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10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE CODE
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE WRITF (I,I2,BUFF,I3)
CHARACTER*80 BUFF
COMMON/LOGUNS,;'I\\«'FILE
WRITE(IWFILE,’(A80)’)BUFF ·
RETURN
END
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